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Correlated streak camera and single-station electric

field records were obtained for: 9 subsequent return

strokes in 2 cloud to ground discharges (Tampa, Florida

1979) , and 1 first and 14 subsequent strokes in 3 flashes

(Gainesville, Florida 1982) . Streak camera records for 8

first and 8 subsequent strokes (Kennedy Space Center,

Florida 1978) and 3 first and 3 subsequent strokes

(Oklahoma 1984) were furnished by the State University of

New York at Albany.

For ten first return and 11 subsequent return

strokes, relative light intensity is graphed versus height

and time. First stroke light rise times increase

immediately after a branch point, then decrease as the
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light front propagates up the channel. First stroke

relative light intensity shows an opposite pattern.

Subseguent leader speeds, for 4 flashes, increase

from stroke two to stroke three, then decrease. Positive

correlations are shown for leader speed vs. return stroke

initial peak electric field, leader speed vs. leader

electric field duration, and leader detectability using

streak camera technigues vs. return stroke initial peak

electric field.

Relative light intensity profiles for five dart

leaders show that the dart leader channel continues to

radiate light after the dart leader front has passed

and the peak light intensity for dart leaders is constant

with height.

From measurements of relative light intensity vs.

height and time for one subseguent stroke followed by two

M-components we show that the M-component relative light

intensity is constant with height and propagated downward

at between 1 and 2 x 10 8 m/s.

In addition to the new results noted above, for 11

subseguent strokes, peak relative light intensity is shown

to be correlated with dart leader speed, correlated with

dart leader electric field change duration, and

uncorrelated with previous interstroke interval. We

confirm previous observations that: dart leader speeds

decrease with increasing previous interstroke intervals;

there is an increase (more rapid than previously

xix



CHAPTER 1

REVIEW

1 . 1 Introduction

In this chapter lightning terminology is introduced

and lightning processes and research pertinent to this

thesis are discussed. Section 1.2 contains a brief

discussion of the lightning process. Sections 1.3 and 1.4

contain a review of relevant previous work in the areas of

photographic and electric field observations and

measurements

.

1 . 2 Lightning

Lightning is one of the most familiar phenomena in

nature. It has been observed, feared, and worshipped for

centuries. The lightning process, with its brilliant light

intensity, loud thunder, and smell is unique among natural

phenomena in that it affects a majority of the human

senses.

Although the lightning discharge is considered by

most laymen to be a single event, it is actually a series

of distinct processes which occur in less than 1 second,

mostly along the same spatial path. A drawing of the



primary lightning processes is shown in Figure 1.1. The

discharge begins with electrical breakdown activity in the

cloud which is not shown in Figure 1.1. The next phase of

the discharge is the stepped leader, followed by the first

return stroke. The first return stroke, after an

interstroke interval of tens of milliseconds may be

followed by a series of dart leader and subseguent return

stroke combinations. Often apprecible current, hundreds of

amperes, continues to flow for for tens of milliseconds

after a return stroke. During this so-called continuing

current, discharges not shown in figure 1.1 called M-

components, which brighten the channel to ground, may

occur. Lightning processes pertinent to the present thesis

will be discussed in more detail in the following

sections.

1.2.1 Stepped Leader

The stepped leader occurs after the preliminary

breakdown process, which will not be discussed, and is a

series of randomly propagating, relatively short-duration,

about 1 /xsec (Krider et al., 1977; Beasley et al., 1982),

discharges which produce "steps" of light. The steps occur

about 50 /xsec (Kitagawa, 1957) apart high above ground

with increasing freguency near ground. The stepped leader

normally lowers negative charge, several to tens of

coulombs (Brook et al., 1962), from a source in the cloud
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and deposits this charge along the paths of the breakdown

steps. The stepped leader travels downward with an average

speed between 1 and 2 x 10 5 m/sec (Schonland, 1956; Berger

and Vogelsanger, 1966; Thomson et al., 1985). As the

stepped leader tips come near the earth, the charge, which

has been deposited, creates a large enough electric field

to induce positive, upward-moving streamers from many

locations beneath the leader. Eventually, one of the

upward-moving streamers makes contact with a leader tip,

and the first return stroke is initiated.

1.2.2 First Return Stroke

When the positive charges of an upward streamer make

contact with a branch of the downward-propagating negative

leader, a violent, upward propagating, discharge is

initiated near ground and propagates upward during which

the charge which was deposited along the leader main

channel and branches is lowered to earth. The bulk of the

leader charge at each height is lowered within a few tens

of microseconds of the return stroke fronts arrival,

producing currents at ground which can be as great as

hundreds of kiloAmperes, but typically are 35 kA (Berger,

1967b; Berger et al.,1975). The return stroke illuminates

the stepped leader path between the cloud and ground as

the luminous current wave travels from the ground to the

cloud with typical speeds of 1 - 2 x 10 8 m/sec (Orville,



1982) . The return stroke channel normally defines the

spatial path of the subsequent events of the flash,

although often a single flash may contain return strokes

occurring along more than one channel to ground.

1.2.3 Dart Leader

About 20% of the time in Florida (Thomson et al.,

1984) , the lightning flash ends after the first return

stroke. If this is not the case, the first return stroke

is followed, after an interval on the order of typically

tens of milliseconds (Schonland, 1956; Thomson et al.,

1984) , by a dart leader. The dart leader is a luminous

breakdown which propagates continuously from the cloud to

the ground while lowering charge along the channel of the

previous return stroke. Typical speeds for the dart leader

are 1 - 2 x 10 7 m/sec ( Orville and Idone, 1982; Idone et

al., 1984). The dart leader will occasionally travel

almost the entire length of the channel and then suddenly

begin to step the remainder of the distance to ground,

generally but not always along the previous stroke

channel. Such leaders are called dart-stepped leaders.

1.2.4 Subsequent Return Stroke

When the dart leader reaches ground, or is met by an

upward leader near ground, the subsequent return stroke



begins. The subsequent return stroke travels from the

ground to the cloud along the path of the previous dart

leader with speeds on the order of 1 - 2 x 10 8 m/sec

(Orville, 1982) and typically produces peak currents of

the order of 15 kA (Berger et al., 1975) at ground.

1.2.5 M-component

If stroke current continues to flow during the

interstroke interval, there may be luminous processes

associated with current waves in the channel during this

time. These changes in channel light intensity are

referred to as M-components (Malan and Schonland, 1947) .

1 . 3 Photographic Measurements

The luminous features of the lightning ground

discharge have been widely studied and have provided

considerable insight into the physics of the lightning

process. Scientists first studied the light intensity of

the lightning flash late in the 19th century. These

research efforts consisted primarily of attempts to

determine the sequence of events during the lightning

discharge to ground. Kayser (1884) was one of the first to

observe that the lightning process consisted of multiple

strokes down the same spatial path. Hoffert (1889) and

Weber (1889) successfully used moving cameras to separate



on film the individual lightning components. Photographs

were produced by Walter (1902, 1903, 1910, 1912, 1918)

which showed, for the first time, that the lightning

discharge was initiated by a branched initial process

followed by a return stroke traveling up the same channel.

Therefore, by early in the 20th century a coarse view of

the lightning discharge had been revealed.

Sir Charles V. Boys (1929) invented a camera system

in 1900 which revolutionized the study of lightning. The

camera produced relative motion between the film and the

lenses of the camera by having the lenses rotate in front

of the film. This design allowed the camera to remain

fixed yet enabled events which occurred along the same

spatial path at different times to be separated. Boys was

able to obtain images with his camera (Boys, 1929), but

the conclusions of his analysis proved to be incorrect.

The investigation of optical properties of lightning

during the period between 1930 and 1960 was dominated by

Schonland, Malan, Collens, and coworkers in South

Africa. Boys cooperated with the South African team and

loaned his camera to be used as a prototype. In their

first experiments with Boys 1 rotating lens camera design

(Schonland, Malan and Collens, 1934), the camera lenses,

separated by 10.1 cm, were rotated by hand at 1500

rev/min ± 10%. At this speed, a distance of 1.0 mm on the

film corresponded to approximately 63 microseconds. The

authors verified previous findings by Halliday (1933)



which showed light intensity moving both up and down the

lightning channel. They observed branches which

illuminated in a sequence other than by height along the

channel and noticed that the channel light intensity

decreased as the return stroke front passed each branch

point and finally vanished after it passed the last

branch

.

The Boys camera was later modified to have still

lenses and a rotating film drum (Schonland, Malan, and

Collens, 1935), as shown in Figure 1.2. The apertures of

the camera lenses were set independently, which allowed

sufficient dynamic range to examine processes whose light

intensity varied greatly. Using this method, it was

determined that the stepped leader paused approximately

100 microseconds between steps. A glow was noticed

preceding the stepped leader tip as it neared the ground,

and some leader tips glowed quite far above ground. The

authors also discovered that the effective stepped leader

speeds increased near ground. Orville and Idone (1982)

also show that the stepped leader speed increases near

the ground.

Malan and Collens (1937) thoroughly investigated

first stroke light variations with particular emphasis on

main channel light components initiated by the charge in a

branch when a return stroke front passes a branch and

releases that charge. These branch components travel down

the main channel while the return stroke front travels up



Rotating

Film Drum

Diagram of improved Boys camera with moving
film and stationary lenses. Adapted from
McEachron (1939).
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the channel above the branch and were often found to be

brighter below the branch than the return stroke front

which preceded them.

Optical lightning research, in the early years,

concentrated on the subjective evaluation of film records

to determine flash properties. As electronic technology

improved, it became possible to use calibrated

photoelectric detectors to determine quantitative

properties of lightning processes. Mackerras (1973) used

photomultiplier tubes and a wide-angle camera system to

perform a quantitative analysis of the integrated light

output of both cloud and ground flashes. Statistics were

presented for energy balance, based on assumptions of

charge being lowered from an assumed height in the cloud.

Comparisons were made with the Bruce and Golde (1941)

model of the lightning return stroke.

A parameter of great interest to researchers

developing return stroke models is the speed of the return

stroke front as it propagates up the channel. Orville et

al. (1978) presented daytime lightning data acquired with

a streak camera system including measurements of return

stroke speed. Return stroke speeds ranging from 1.2 x 10 8

to 1.4 x 10 8 m/sec were observed. The camera system was of

the single lens design with rotating film drum. Return

stroke speed was computed using a still image from a 35mm

camera as a reference image and measuring the displacement

of the streaked image from the still image. The
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displacement is a function of the height along the channel

and the return stroke speed.

Hubert and Mouget (1981) analyzed data from triggered

(artificially initiated by firing small rockets trailing

ground wires) lightning at St. Privat d'Allier, France.

Their analysis focused on return stroke speed, but some

interesting optical waveforms at two heights along the

channel are shown as well as current measured in a shunt

at the base of the channel. The data were recorded using

logarithmic compression, but all of the data presented

were in the linear range of the amplifier.

Idone and Orville (1982) presented return stroke

speed data from 63 strokes at Kennedy Space Center.

Speed as a function of height was measured revealing, in

all but one case, a decrease of up to 25% near the top of

the visible channel. The cloud base, which determined the

visible channel top, for these flashes was approximately

1000 ft.; therefore, only a relatively short section of

channel was available for measurement.

Orville and Idone (1982) present streak camera

records for 21 dart leaders, 4 dart-stepped leaders, and 3

stepped leaders from Kennedy Space Center, Florida and

Socorro, New Mexico in mostly daylight conditions. Dart

leader speeds were computed at two heights along the

channel with the mean speed in the bottom 800 meters being

11 x 10 6 m/s while the mean speeds in the upper channel

sections was 14 x 10 6 m/s. Most of the dart leader speeds
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decreased near ground while 4 leader speeds increased;

however, they commented that the measured difference was

not large and was within their experimental error. Dart

leader lengths were computed and shown to have a mean

value of 27 meters for the Florida data and 42 meters for

the New Mexico data. The authors suggested that their use

of #92 filters in the Florida experiment could have caused

the difference in the means. They found a correlation

between the dart leader luminous intensity and the

resulting return stroke luminous intensity. They found no

correlation between dart leader speed and the luminous

intensity of the dart and little correlation between the

luminous intensity of the dart and the resulting return

stroke speed. Inconclusive results were found for dart

leader speed vs. return stroke speed as well as dart

leader speed vs. return stroke luminous intensity.

Idone et al. (1984) presented analyses of three

triggered lightnings at Langmuir Laboratory, New Mexico.

They computed three-dimensional speeds of the strokes and

measured a number of flash parameters, including current

at the base of the channel. Return stroke speeds ranged

from 6.7 x 107 m/s to 1.7 x 10 8 m/s. The ratio of three-

dimensional channel length to two-dimensional channel

length ranged from 1.05 to 1.22. Return stroke currents

ranged from 4.0 to 32.0 kA with a mean of 6.0 kA.

Mach and Rust (1989) measured return stroke speed

using a 35mm camera housing which was modified to contain
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a solid state sensor array. The array had 8 horizontal

sections and provided relative light intensity as a

function of the corresponding heights and time. Return

stroke speed measurements for two channel lengths are

presented for 86 natural lightning strokes and 41

triggered strokes. Peak currents for the natural strokes

are computed using the Transmission Line Model formula of

Uman et al. (1975) and the experimentally derived

relationship of Willett et al. (1989) . The rise time of

their optical waveforms increased with height while the

peak relative light intensity decreased with height,

supporting the results of Jordan and Uman (1983)

.

Total power radiated from the return stroke channel

is of considerable interest to those engaged in lightning

and electromagnetic pulse protection research. Guo and

Krider (1982) analyzed data from a calibrated wide-angle

photodetector system and fast electric field system. The

spectral response of the detector extended from 400 nm to

1000 nm with a peak at 750 nm. The detector lens system

covered an angle of approximately 25° above the horizon.

Correlated electric field and optical waveforms were shown

on a microsecond time scale. The authors assumed that the

channel was straight and had uniform light intensity as a

function of height. They then calculated the total optical

output from a section of channel. They used previous

laboratory results, which showed a radiative efficiency of

0.8%, to calculate the average electric power radiated per
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meter of channel. Average radiated power was shown to

range from 1.3 ± 1.2 x 108 W/m for first strokes to

3.1 ± 2.3 x 10 7 W/m for subsequent strokes. Results were

also shown for the time derivative of light intensity

divided by the peak electric field squared vs. range to

the flash. The results of their paper were amended in

Guo and Krider (1983a) after receipt of a manuscript in

preparation by Jordan and Uman (1983) which showed

detailed measurements of light output from the channel as

a function of height. These results enabled a more

accurate estimate of the peak light output. Peak radiance

was shown to be between 6.0 x 10 5 W/m and 1.0 x 10 6 W/m in

the 400 - 1100 nm range. Guo and Krider (1983a) used the

same apparatus to measure the peak electromagnetic power

radiated from the return stroke. Peak powers were reported

of 2.3 ± 1.8 x 10 9 W for first strokes and

4.8 ± 3.6 x 10 8 W for subsequent strokes.

In order to reduce errors in the calculation of total

light output from lightning discharges, Thomason and

Krider (1982) conducted a Monte Carlo simulation of the

scattering of light by clouds. The light was assumed to be

generated inside the cloud, as in an intracloud flash or

the portion of the return stroke to ground which is in the

cloud. The authors show that essentially all of the

original light eventually escapes the cloud but may be

time-broadened by tens of microseconds.
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Schonland (1938) gave his view of the discharge

process which included the observation that the light

intensity of subsequent return strokes decreased

considerably by the time they had propagated half the

distance to the cloud. Cloud bases in South Africa varied

from 1000 m to 2900 m. This was the first discussion of

the variation in relative light intensity with height

along the channel.

Boyle and Orville (1976) used two slits in front of a

streak camera to obtain a pair of waveforms which showed

light intensity as a function of time at the two slit

heights which were 350 m apart. The rise times of the two

waveforms were found to be approximately 3 /Ltsec.

Jordan and Uman (1983) were the first to provide a

detailed analysis of light profiles as a function of

height and time. They used a rotating drum

microdensitometer to digitize seven film images, of

subsequent strokes, taken with a streak camera in Florida.

The images were sampled with a spatial resolution of

25 microns, which yielded a maximum time resolution of

0.5 microseconds. Horizontal elements of the digitized

data were plotted to provide a profile of the channel

relative light intensity, at a given height, as a function

of time. Plots of relative light intensity vs. height and

time were analyzed for seven subsequent strokes in two

flashes. Results were presented for peak relative light

intensity vs. height, rise time vs. height, and relative
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light intensity at 30 microseconds after peak. These

analyses showed clearly that the peak relative light

intensity decreases and rise time increases with height.

The authors compared their data to those of Guo and Krider

(1983a) in order to provide a rough calibration of the

photographic relative light intensities. They integrated

the relative light intensity at increasing heights,

assuming a return stroke speed of 1.0 x 10 8 m/sec, to

simulate the output of an all-sky detector. Their

comparison showed that the total optical power, computed

by assuming a uniform channel light output, is

underestimated by a factor of between 1.8 to 3.8 with a

mean of 2.5.

Ganesh et al. (1984) obtained light profiles by

placing a thin slit in front of a photomultiplier tube.

The light intensity data were necessarily at different

heights on flashes at different distances but nevertheless

were from a relatively short section of channel. The

photomultiplier system had a frequency response of

approximately 500 KHz and a spectral sensitivity ranging

from 200 - 600 nm. A figure was presented of light

intensity on a microsecond time scale.

1.4 Correlated Measurements of Electric Fields and
Relative Light Intensity

Electromagnetic field measurements have been the

primary tool of the lightning theorist. A major
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disadvantage of these measurements is that the measured

fields are a function of the currents at all heights along

the lightning channel. Because of this limitation, it is

difficult to determine the current at different heights

along the channel from the fields. Correlated electric

field and streak photographs have been used in an attempt

to gain better understanding of electric field records.

Schonland et al. (1938) reported on the first

correlated measurements of lightning light intensity and

electric fields. Electric fields were measured by filming

the face of an oscilloscope which was connected to an

electric field antenna system. Pulses were found, on the

electric field records, which preceded the beginning of

the optical signal. This research, for the first time,

provided proof that the lightning process begins in the

cloud well before the luminous portion can be detected.

Malan and Schonland (1947) presented the results of

the best correlated electric field and light intensity

measurements to that time. The electric field records

revealed many "hook-shaped" waveforms which corresponded

to what the authors called "M" components which

illuminated the channel to ground. They attributed the "M"

components to weak return strokes. It was observed that

the steps in the stepped leader process do not produce

field changes on the electric field records. They also

present evidence of a uniform distribution of charge along

the dart leader channel based solely on a uniform dart
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leader speed. In a later paper, Malan and Schonland (1951)

presented relationships between the height of the charge

which is lowered by each subsequent stroke and the stroke

number. Krehbiel et al. (1979) have since shown that the

charge regions which are discharged by subsequent strokes

within the same flash are actually distributed

horizontally in the cloud, not vertically. Orville and

Idone (1982) showed that dart leader speeds are not

constant but most decrease near ground. Schonland (1956)

summarized the South African work in a review paper which

provided an integrated view of his understanding of the

lightning discharge.

Kitagawa and Kobayashi (1958) presented results of

correlated optical and electric field signals. The

experimental apparatus had relatively coarse time

resolution but yielded data which agreed with the findings

of Malan and Schonland (1951) . The authors found a large

number of luminous pulses which occurred before and after

the discharge.

Kitagawa et al. (1962) acquired low-speed streak

camera records with correlated electric field records for

about 200 cloud-to-ground discharges at Socorro,

New Mexico. Thirty six hybrid flashes, containing one or

more continuing currents, were analyzed and statistics

presented for stroke order of continuing currents, and

duration of continuing luminosity. They show hook-shaped

electric field waveshapes, or K-changes, associated with
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M-components during continuing currents and present data

on M-component intervals vs. elapsed time since the return

stroke. They suggest that the channel must have several

levels of conductivity in order for some strokes to have

leader processes while others, such as M-components, can

travel down the channel with no detectable leader.

Brook et al. (1962) use photographic records and

correlated electric fields to compute the charge lowered

and apparent height of the individual strokes of flashes

in New Mexico storms. The apparent height of the charge

centers was later shown by Krehbiel et al. (1979) to be a

horizontal length as discussed above. Data are presented

which show that strokes occurring later in the flash lower

less charge.

Schonland, in a presidential address to the British

Association, recapped his perception of the entire

lightning process (Schonland 1963) . In that address, he

compared the behavior of the long laboratory spark to

lightning and decided that they shared essentially the

same breakdown process.

Lundguist and Scuka (1969) analyzed simultaneous

measurements of two optical bands and electric fields.

They used an all-sky lens system with two optical

detectors. The spectral response of one detector was

centered in the violet (390 nm) and the other in the red

(655 nm) . Their results differed from those of Orville

(1968) in that often the red band would precede the
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violet. Orville found the red wavelengths to lag the

violet due to the Ha lines of hydrogen turning on late in

the optical process.

Thomson (1980) discussed the results of correlated

optical, electric field, and 10 MHz radiation

measurements for 282 return strokes in Papua, New Guinea.

Wideband optical waveforms, on a millisecond scale, were

used primarily to identify specific lightning features.

Statistics were presented for flash duration, prestroke

duration, continuing current duration, interstroke

interval, stepped leader duration, strokes per flash, and

channels per flash.

Jordan and Uman (1983) analyzed streak camera data

and simultaneous electric field records. The authors used

the plots of peak relative light intensity vs. height,

from the streak photographs, to extrapolate a peak

relative light intensity at the ground and compared these

values with peak electric field (Ep) . The best fit was for

log peak relative light intensity vs. peak electric

field, although statistically significant correlations

were found for log peak relative light intensity vs. Ep
2

and linear peak relatively light intensity vs. Ep .

Ganesh et al. (1984) presented correlated

light intensity and electric field data on a microsecond

time scale. Relative light intensity vs. electric field

are plotted on several scales, with a linear relationship

appearing to have the best fit. The authors acknowledge
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that errors associated with channel position relative to

the axis of the slit, atmospheric scattering, and the

uncertainty of the distances to the flashes prevented an

accurate determination of the relationship between

light intensity and electric field.

Additional analysis of the Langmuir Laboratory data

by Idone and Orville (1985) examined the correlation

between light intensity at the channel base vs. the peak

channel current. The analysis was performed in a similar

fashion to Jordan and Uman (1983) , who compared light

intensity to peak electric field. The authors show

statistical results for 39 subseguent strokes of 2

triggered flashes. Correlation coefficients were measured

for relative light intensity (Lr) vs. current (I), log Lr

vs. log I, log Lr vs. I, and log Lr vs. I 2 . All of these

had statistical significance at the 1% level, but the

highest was LR vs. log I. These findings differ from those

of Jordan and Uman (1983), who found the highest

correlation between log Lr vs. E2 .



CHAPTER 2

UF AND SUNYA EXPERIMENTS AND GENERAL ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

2 . 1 Experimental Techniques

2.1.1 Photographic Techniques

The lightning process is random in nature, hence to

record it the photographic system must be prepared, over a

period of tens of minutes, to respond within a few

milliseconds. Lightning ground flashes typically last

hundreds of milliseconds and occur separated by several

seconds. The camera system must be able to separate the

various components of the lightning flash which occur

along the same spatial path. The camera configuration used

in this research effort varied slightly between years but

was based on a Beckman and Whitley model 351 streak

camera

.

The Beckman and Whitley streak camera is a rotating-

drum fixed-lens camera which is capable of film writing

rates of 0.05 mm/microsecond. A 50 mm Nikkor objective

lens was used to image the lightning channel through the

shutter onto the image plane in front of a collimating

lens. The collimating lens transferred the image by way of

a 45-degree mirror onto the film drum.

22
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The film used in the streak camera must be loaded and

unloaded for each exposure sequence. A length of film

(855 mm) , which is wound beforehand into a special

cassette, is unrolled onto the stationary film drum. The

cassette is then disengaged and the drum is rotated with a

high-speed motor to the desired operating speed. Typical

drum speeds are on the order of 70 revolutions per second.

The rotational speed of the film drum is monitored by

counting pulses from a magnetic coil pickup. The pickup

senses four magnetized screws on the drum face.

The film used in the streak camera was Kodak 5474

shellburst. This film is well suited to lightning

photography due to its spectral response which is

essentially constant from 300 nm to 670 nm. The extended

red sensitivity is desirable for lightning photography due

to the high intensity of spectral lines of hydrogen (Ha at

656 nm) emitted by the lightning channel (Orville, 1968)

.

Kodak 5474 has a thick grey base and good antihalation

properties. The mechanical properties of the streak camera

film are very important since the film must be unrolled

onto the drum and retrieved.

A triggering mechanism was necessary for the camera

shutters since all of the data were acquired in daylight.

A photodiode optical detector connected to a

differentiator circuit was used to detect the first stroke

of the lightning flash. The parameters of the

differentiator were adjusted so that ambient conditions
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did not cause a trigger. The trigger circuit also provided

an input to the data logging circuitry which printed a

record of the events. The time of the event, stroke

number, time between strokes, and speed of the camera drum

were printed. Film exposure times of approximately

0.5 second were used, enabling the maximum number of

subseguent strokes to be recorded without exposing the

film to excessive background light.

Once exposed, the film was developed in a darkroom

located adjacent to the camera site, using Accufine

developer, chilled to 68 °F, with a development time of

five minutes and agitation at 30-second intervals. The

development process was then stopped and fixed with

standard Kodak products. The resulting negatives were air

dried.

A still camera was used to document the location of

the flash and provide an undistorted view of the channel

geometry. The camera was automatically triggered by the

streak camera trigger circuit. An exposure time of 0.25 s

was used at a lens stop of f8. Kodak Ektachrome film (ASA

64) was used to produce color slides.

A video camera was used to provide a chronological

record of everything that happened in the field of view of

the streak camera. The video camera integrated events

which occurred within a 16-millisecond interval. Even with

such poor time resolution the records were extremely

valuable when reconstructing unusual events, such as
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multiple channels to ground. System timing and audio were

also recorded on the video recorder audio channels.

2.1.2 Electric Field Measurement Techniques

Electric field measurements are an integral part of

lightning research, and their omnidirectional nature has

made them the primary tool for analysis of the lightning

process. The subsystems necessary for an electric field

measurement system will be discussed in the following

sections.

2.1.2.1 Antennas for measuring vertical electric fields

Electric fields can be detected by many different

types of antennas as discussed by Uman (1987, appendix C)

.

Whip, spherical, and flat plate antennas have all been

used to record electric field signals from lightning. All

of the electric field records in this thesis were acquired

using flat plate antennas.

The vertical electric field terminating on a flat

plate conductor induces a surface charge density ( s )

.

s = e oEn

If the antenna is connected to an electronic device, the

current delivered to the device will be

i = dq/dt, q =
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= d(e EnA)/dt

= e A • dEn/dt

where A is the area of the plate. En is assumed

to be uniform across the surface of the plate and the

plate is flush with the earth. If the antenna is not

mounted flush with the earth the measured electric field

is not the true field but is an enhanced value of the

field. In order to produce a signal proportional to the

electric field, the current from the antenna must be

integrated.

The flat plate antennas used in this research were

constructed using a ground plane approximately one meter

sguare with a flat circular plate of the appropriate area

mounted in a hole in the ground plate. Several antennas

with different plate areas were used to provide various

gains. The details for the antennas used in the Tampa,

Florida experiment are found in Section 2.2.1 and for the

Gainesville, Florida experiment are found in Section

2.1.2.2 Integrators and amplifiers

The signal proportional to the derivative of the

electric field from the electric field antenna is

connected to an integrator circuit providing an output

proportional to the electric field. Integrator circuits

may be as simple as a resistor capacitor pair or may
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involve operational amplifier circuits such as those used

to record the fields in this thesis.

2.1.2.3 Instrumentation recorders

All signals of interest were recorded on

instrumentation tape recorders with IRIG Group II

electronics. In 1979 an Ampex FR1900 was used and in 1982

an Ampex FR3010. The electronics of these recorders are

wide-band and provide for both amplitude modulated

(direct) and frequency modulated (fm) recording. The

direct channel frequency response is down 6db at 400 Hz

and 1.5 MHz. The fm channel frequency response extends to

dc and is -6db at 500 KHz. FM channels are used to record

signals which had low-frequency components such as the

slow decay electric field integrators which had decay

constants of 5 seconds. An fm channel was also used to

simultaneously record time code information. The signals

on the instrumentation recorder tapes were later replayed

and digitized using the Masscomp digitizing system. This

process is discussed in detail in Section 2.4.2.

2.1.2.4 Biomation waveform recorders

The Biomation 805 waveform recorders were used both

in data acquisition and data analysis to sample analog

data with 8-bit resolution and store up to 2048 samples.

The stored data can be displayed at one of several rates

through a digital to analog converter. During data

acquisition the analog output signals were displayed on

dual beam oscilloscopes which were photographed with film
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recorders. During data reduction the output was captured

on a storage oscilloscope so that a polaroid photograph

could be taken of the oscilloscope traces.

The Tampa data and the Gainesville data were

initially analyzed using Biomation waveform recorders. The

recorded signals on the instrumentation recorders were

played back into the Biomation waveform recorders and time

periods of interest were sampled and stored. This process

was extremely tedious since the Biomations began recording

after a preset delay from the beginning of the event of

interest and the delays available on the Biomations were

insufficient to analyze a typical flash. Lightning lab

personnel overcame this limitation by building special

electronics which produced an external trigger to the

Biomations after a preset delay from the event trigger.

Typically the first stroke of the flash was used as the

event trigger and a delay was determined, from a plot of

the overall electric field change, which would cause the

time period of interest to be sampled and recorded. In

order to analyze a typical flash it was not unusual to

replay the tape recording of the flash tens of times,

sampling a different period of time from each pass with

the Biomations. This technigue of electric field analysis

was laborious and had the disadvantage of deteriorating

the guality of the tape recording after many passes.

Nevertheless, it was the best available technigue at the
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time and was used in the University of Florida Lightning

Laboratory from 1977 until 1984.

2.1.2.5 Oscilloscope film recorders

Dumont oscilloscope film recorders were used in Tampa

and Gainesville to record the output signals of the

Biomation waveform recorders during data acguisition. The

Dumont moving film recorder, containing 500 feet of 35mm

panchromatic film, is focused in order to record the

signals on the oscilloscope face. A red light-emitting

diode attached to the perimeter of the oscilloscope face

was used to provide time code information. The film speed

was approximately 2 inches per second, which was

sufficient to separate the traces from individual strokes

which are typically tens of milliseconds apart. The 35mm

film records were developed by a commercial film lab.

2.1.2.6 Strip chart recorders

Hewlett Packard 7402a strip chart recorders with a

bandwidth of dc to 100Hz were used to record audio thunder

signals, slow decay electric fields, pulses indicating

streak camera events, and time code signals. These records

are valuable since they are also annotated by the

observers during a storm in order to preserve information

about instrument settings and visual observations.

2 . 2 Experiments

2.2.1 Tampa Experiment
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During the summer of 1979, the Lightning Research

Laboratory of the University of Florida participated in a

research project located near Wimauma, Florida, which is

west of Tampa, Florida. The lab was composed of a 14 -meter

trailer, which housed the electric field measuring system,

photographic darkroom, support facilities, and a small

truck, located adjacent to the main trailer which contained

the camera systems , as shown in Figure 2.1.

A Beckman and Whitley streak camera was used to

record streaked photographs of lightning. The camera

system consisted of a model 351 streak camera, a 35mm

still camera, a television camera with monitor, an audio

recorder, and various equipment to provide timing and data

logging. The streak camera had a modified face plate which

accepted two collimating lenses, thus producing two images

on the film, streaked in opposite directions, for each

event. The streak camera configuration with the television

camera removed is shown in Figure 2.2.

A closed circuit television network was operated in

1979 in order to locate the lightning ground contact

points. Five remote cameras were used in addition to the

camera in the small truck. The cameras covered an area of

approximately 60 km2
.

Electric field measurements were made using three

flat plate antennas mounted on top of the 14-meter trailer

shown in Figure 2.1 . One of the antennas had an area of

0.5 m2 and the other two had areas of 0.2 m2 . North-South
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and East-West components of the magnetic fields were

measured by loop antennas. Also during this experiment a

deenergized power line was instrumented so that the

voltage induced on the line by nearby lightning could be

measured. An Ampex FR-1900 instrumentation recorder was

used to record the electric field signals at a speed of

120 ips. Direct or fm channels were used depending on the

frequency range of the particular signal. Figure 2.3 shows

the configuration of the electric field recording system

in 1979.

2.2.2 Gainesville Experiment

During the summer of 1982 the experiment was located

on the thirteenth floor of a dormitory (Beatty Towers) on

the University of Florida campus. Two suites were used

with one having a window facing south and one facing

north. Electric field antennas were mounted on the roof of

the dormitory and the electric field recording equipment

was fixed in the north suite. The optical systems were

portable and could be moved between suites.

Essentially the same streak camera system used in

1979 was used in 1982, with the following differences.

Only one lens was used on the streak camera in 1982 . The

data logging apparatus was modified, for 1982, to use a

microprocessor to perform most of the functions previously

accomplished with discrete logic.
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High speed streak cameras, which rotate more than one

revolution during the time between strokes, cause the

images from successive strokes to appear out of stroke

order on the film. Previous analysis techniques required

that electric field records or some form of accurate

measurement (± 0.1ms) of the time between strokes be used

in order to create a template of where the strokes should

be found on the streak camera film. The template was

formed by assuming an arbitrary starting position for the

first stroke then marking the positions of the successive

strokes by knowing the speed of the film and the time

between strokes. A time code system was developed, for the

1982 experiment, which was capable of imaging an array of

light sources onto the film adjacent to each streak image.

The light sources were pulsed for 1 microsecond in order

to put the time of the event and the stroke number of the

event onto the film adjacent to the actual streaked image.

This was a major improvement in the camera system since

the sequence of strokes could be more easily indentified.

Electric fields were recorded from 3 flat plate

antennas, one with an area of 0.5 m2 and two with areas of

0.2 m2
. The electric field signals were recorded on an

Ampex FR3 010 instrumentation recorder as discussed in

Section 2.1.2.3.

A photomultiplier optical detector, which viewed the

lightning through 0.2 mm slit, was operated and the

resulting light waveforms were recorded simultaneously



Figure 2.4 Diagram of the electric field and light
recording system used in 1982. The
instrumentation recorder (ITR) was an Ampex
FR3010. The antennas were connected to
integrators with slow (5 sec) and fast (1
msec) decay constants. The photomultiplier
tube (PMT) was followed by two stages of gain
(Gl, G2) . Time code was IRIG-B analog signal
which was recorded on the ITR and a slow code
digital signal which was recorded on the
strip chart. Thunder was recorded on the
strip chart along with slow decay electric
fields.
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with the electric field signals on the FR3010. Ganesh et

al. (1984) discuss the results of the photomultiplier

portion of the experiment.

2.2.3 Data from Orville and Idone

Data have been analyzed in this thesis which were

obtained by Dr. Vince Idone and Dr. Richard Orville of the

State University of New York at Albany. The data analyzed

were taken during two different years.

In 1978 the SUNYA group made measurements at the

Kennedy Space Center in Florida using a Beckman and

Whitley streaking camera very similar to the one used by

the University of Florida Lightning Laboratory. The

Beckman and Whitley camera was operated with 2 collimating

lenses and using #92 filters. The filters blocked almost

all sunlight while passing the bright hydrogen line (Ha)

at 6563 nm emitted by lightning. These filters were used

to reduce the fogging of film due to background light

since the measurements were made in daylight. The film

used was 5474 Shellburst with a gray base.

In 1984 the SUNYA group made measurements in Oklahoma

using the same streak camera in the same configuration but

without filters. The film used in 1984 was 5474 Shellburst

with an estar base which increased the mechanical strength

of the film.
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2 . 3 Photographic Analysis

2.3.1 Optical System Calibration

Any optical system used to measure the relative light

intensity which caused a change in film density must be

calibrated in order to understand and, if necessary,

correct the inherent errors of the system. Most important

would be system characteristics which cause nonuniform

brightness across the film plane when imaging a uniform

source. The system used in the measurements for this

thesis consisted of two distinct subsystems. The first is

the camera apparatus, with its lenses and mirror, which

collects the light and focuses the lightning image onto

the film. The second is the photographic film which

exhibits a nonlinear change in film density in response to

incident light intensity.

2.3.1.1 Camera system calibration

Optical systems have errors which can produce

distortion and nonuniform brightness of the focused image

at the film plane. Fortunately, because of the

sophisticated computer modeling used in the design of lens

optics, the distortion present in the lenses used in this

study is negligible.

There are system errors which are always present in

optical elements. The first of these is due to the fact

that the amount of light which passes through a circular
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disk varies with the orientation of the disk relative to

the source. This is known as the cos4 law since the

brightness at the image plane varies as the cos4 of the

angle from the lens center to the source location. The

errors from this effect can be calibrated using the

position of any image point relative to the center of the

film frame. For the streak camera only the vertical offset

can be determined from the streak camera record alone. If

a still photograph was obtained, then the position of the

entire lightning channel relative to the lens center can

be determined. The data used in this thesis were very

nearly in the center of the image frame and subtended

angles less than 20°. The cos4 of these angles is greater

than 0.9 which introduces an error of less than 10 percent

to the brightness of the channel at the film plane.

Vignetting is another system error which is a

function of the angle of the source from the lens center.

This error is introduced by the physical contruction of

the lens and results from the obstruction, by the lens

body, of a portion of the bundle of rays which enters the

front of the lens before it can exit the rear of the lens.

This effect causes a circular bundle of rays to be reduced

to a cat's eye pattern at the rear of the lens. The

difference in the cross sectional areas of the two

patterns results in a reduction in brightness at the film

plane. The effect of vignetting is reduced significantly,

even eliminated, if the lens aperture stop is small enough
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so that the bundle of rays which passes through the

aperture can exit the rear of the lens without

obstruction. The streak camera objective lens, a 50mm

Nikkor, was operated at an aperture setting of f8. At this

aperture setting there is no obstruction of the ray bundle

until the off center angle excedes 30°.

A simple experiment was performed on the streak

camera lens system to determine if vignetting was present.

A pinhole source was placed at various positions relative

to the center of the lens while remaining in the focal

plane at the rear of the collimating lens. The pinhole

source produced a circular bundle of rays which exited the

front of the objective lens and was focused on a screen.

Over the range of off center angles which the lightning

data subtended on the film the bundle did not become

measureably non-circular.

Additional confirmation of a lack of vignetting is

found in Figure 3.90 which shows relative light intensity

30 ^sec after the return stroke peak relative light

intensity as a function of height to be approximately

constant with height. If vignetting were present, it is

extremely unlikely that the variations in channel relative

light intensity for the strokes presented would decay in

such a way as to compensate for the vignetting and produce

a uniform value with height.

Additional nonuniformities in image brightness can

occur as a function of the angle of incidence of the ray
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bundle at the lens surface due to the angle of the source

from the lens center. Considering the curvature of the

front lens surface, the small aperture stop, and the small

off center angles of the data, the difference in angle of

incidence for any ray bundle would be minimal. Therefore,

the errors due to angle of incidence with the lens surface

should be negligible.

2.3.1.2 Film calibration

Photographic film is difficult to use for photometric

analysis of optical events since the photographic process

does not produce a linear change in film density with

respect to incident light intensity. A sensitometric

analysis of the film records, as a function of absolute

incident light intensity, was not possible since it

requires extremely controlled methods of film development

as well as optical radiation standards which were not

available for this experiment. In this thesis all

measurements are in units of relative light intensity.

The measure of film density is in units of diffuse

density . Kodak (1973) defines diffuse density as

density = log10 (P /Pt)

or

= log10 (1/T)

where P is the incident energy, P-^ is the transmitted

energy, and T is the transmittance of the developed film
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image. Measurements of diffuse density assume that the

device which collects the light which is transmitted

through the film has a collection angle of 180°. If the

collection angle is less than 10° the density measured is

specular density . Specular density always appears larger

than the diffuse density, when measuring photographic

film, due to scattering of light as it passes through the

film. The light scattered out of the path of the collector

is assumed not to be transmitted by the film and is

attributed to a higher film density. The microdensitometer

used to measure the data for this thesis measured specular

density.

In order to determine the exposure . which is the

amount of energy reaching the film surface, that produced

a corresponding change in diffuse density it is necessary

to produce a plot of film density as a function of

exposure. A calibration curve for a batch of film is

produced by exposing a section of film to a light source

through calibrated densities. A density wedge is a strip

of transparent substrate which has had precise amounts of

material deposited on its surface in such a way as to

produce sections of uniform density which increase in

density along the length of the strip. A calibrated

density wedge may be purchased from the manufacturer along

with precise measurements of the diffuse density in each

wedge section. If a uniform light source illuminates the
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wedge, the amount of light transmitted through any section

of the wedge may be computed by using the following.

DPt = P / 10

This expression shows that at D = all of the incident

light is transmitted. At D = 1, one tenth of the

incident light is transmitted. For a calibration wedge

with densities from - 3 D the light transmitted would

vary by three orders of magnitude. If the incident energy

is not known, the range of relative light intensities

provided by the calibration wedge can still provide a

series of exposure steps whose relative magnitudes are

well understood. The relative magnitudes of exposure steps

were used to calibrate the film analyzed in this thesis.

The original density calibration for the data

obtained during the Tampa experiment in 1979 was

accomplished by exposing strips of the Kodak 5474

Shellburst film through an uncalibrated step wedge to

various exposures from a photographic lamp used in the

exposure of photographic prints. The film strip with the

largest range of densities and the step wedge were then

digitized using the Optronics microdensitometer at the

Data Analysis Facility at Kennedy Space Center. It was not

understood at that time that the measured density values

were specular densities, not diffuse densities. A plot was

produced of relative exposure versus specular density and
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the resulting plot of relative light intensity as a

function of specular density was used to produce the

results discussed in Jordan and Uman (1983) . The original

calibration values have been corrected for diffuse density

using calibrated step wedges and were found to produce

similar results to those using the current calibration

values with the exception of an exaggeration of the

highest relative light intensity values, such as the peak

relative light intensity of the brightest stroke of the

2246:45 UT flash on 79208 as seen in Figure 3.47.

An independent calibration was performed for the 1979

data by using a General Instruments Strobotac strobe to

expose a section of film in the streak camera to a 3 jusec

pulse while monitoring the light with a photodiode

detector. The results of this calibration were presented

in Jordan and Uman (1983) and showed that the film

correctly reproduced the shape of the light signal over

the range of relative light intensities produced by the

strobe. This provided additional confidence in the

original calibration over a range of relative light

intensities inclusive of the relative light intensities of

all of the data with the exception of stroke "C" in Jordan

and Uman (1983)

.

Figure 2.5 shows diffuse density and specular density

as a function of incident relative light intensity for a

strip of Kodak 5474 Shellburst film which was exposed, by

Dr. Vince Idone at SUNYA, to a 3 Msec pulse of light from
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a General Instruments Strobotac xenon strobe after passing

through a calibrated wedge. The density of each of the

resulting image steps was determined using a diffuse

densitometer with a 50 /um spot size. The figure shows that

the film has little sensitivity below 10 relative light

units but is approximately linear from 10 to 1000 relative

light units.

The calibration of the Kodak 5474 Shellburst film by

SUNYA is the most thorough calibration made to date for

the conditions of exposure and development used by both

SUNYA and UF. Since the same film and development

conditions were used in Gainesville in 1982 as were used

in Tampa in 1979 no additional calibration was performed

and the SUNYA conversion factor from density to relative

light intensity is used throughout this thesis.

2.3.2 Film Digitization

All of the images for this thesis were analyzed by

displaying and manipulating digital images which were

digitized using an Optronics Photomation

microdensitometer. The Optronics microdensitometer is

capable of digitizing a 9 x 9 inch transparency at a

spatial resolution of 12.5 /urn with 8 bits of density

resolution over a selectable scale of either - 2 or -

3 diffuse density units. The microdensitometer consists

of a set of selectable upper apertures, illuminated by a
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tungsten light source, which are focused onto the film

plane. The image of the aperture is then focused onto a

second set of apertures with the light passing through the

aperture impinging on a photomultiplier tube. A

logarithmic amplifier is used to convert the ratio of the

incident light to the transmitted light into units of

specular density. The value of incident light is sampled

and stored once during each revolution of the drum by

sensing the light source through a zero density hole in

the drum.

2.3.2.1 Microdensitometer alignment and calibration

It is necessary to align the mechanical carriage of

the microdensitometer to insure that valid density

values are measured. Mechanical alignment consists of

adjusting the position of the light source with respect to

the upper aperture and adjusting the relative

positions of the upper and lower apertures. The light

source position is adjusted such that the image of the

light source projected through the upper aperture onto the

film is uniform and out of focus. This is

accomplished solely by varying the position of the light

source. The upper and lower apertures are aligned by

iteratively adjusting the rotation and translation of the

lower objective lens assembly such that maximum light is

received at the photomultiplier tube. The anode voltage

of the photomultiplier tube is adjusted after the
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mechanical alignment to compensate for the aging of the

tube.

In order to produce valid measurements it is also

necessary to calibrate the logarithmic amplifier. The

logarithmic amplifier converts the ratio of incident

light to transmitted light into units of specular

density. Calibration is accomplished using several

values of neutral density wratten filters. Wratten

filters are used since they scatter very little light

thereby having a measured specular density very near the

actual diffuse density. The logarithmic amplifier is

first adjusted to have zero density with nothing in the

light path. The amplifier is then adjusted with a 3.0

D filter in the path so that the measured density reads

255 on the 8 bit scale. This procedure was repeated

prior to every digitizing session.

2.3.2.2 Microdensitometer interface and software

The microdensitometer is attached to an IBM/AT

class personal computer through a custom interface. The

interface has an 8 bit bidirectional bus and control

lines implimented with a modified Tecmar 96 line digital

I/O board. Custom software was written to control the

microdensitometer. The software provides functions to step

the position the carriage, digitize a region of film, and

place the results into a disk file on the personal

computer. The software provides the capability of

averaging the image to be digitized a number of times.
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This slows the digitizing process but is very effective in

reducing the random noise of the photomultiplier and

amplifier. All of the data used in this thesis were

averaged 8 times.

2.3.3 Image Display Techniques

Digitized data images were manipulated and

displayed using a software system referred to as the

Earth Resources Laboratory Applications Software (ELAS)

.

ELAS was written at the Earth Resources Laboratory of the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration at Bay St.

Louis, Mississippi. Elas consists of approximately 240

software modules which manipulate and perform

calculations on images. The image display modules and

polygon manipulation modules were used extensively to

analyze the data in this thesis.

As Engineering Manager of the University of Florida

Remote Sensing and Imaging Processing Laboratory during

the period of 1982-1987, I assisted Mr. Ray Seyfarth in

converting the Perkin Elmer version of Elas to the

personal computer environment. The software drivers were

written to provide ELAS display support for the NUMBER

NINE Computer Corporation's 512 x 512 x 32 bit display

board. This board provides four 8 bit images arranged as

three color images with 8 graphic overlays.
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2.3.4 Computer Analysis Software

Software was written for the personal computer, in

addition to the ELAS software, to perform measurements on

the digitized data while viewing the data on the

monitor. This program was written so that it would run

concurrently with ELAS. This configuration allows the

program to communicate, using software interrupts, with

the root portion of ELAS which controls the positioning of

the cursor on the display device. This configuration

allowed locations of measurements on the personal

computer graphics screen to be reflected in the actual

cursor position on the displayed image. The analysis

software can display data from one or two-dimensional

arrays. The program expects data in standard ELAS data

file format and is capable of reading and modifying the

ELAS header information.

The software analysis system contains several

sections. The main section allows the user to select a

data file to analyze and shows a plot of the first

horizontal line of the image on the personal computer

screen. The user may display any line in the file or

seguence through the lines with a suitable increment

between lines and with variable horizontal and vertical

magnifications. Horizontal and vertical markers are

provided, to assist in measuring differences in position

along both axes, and their current values as well as the
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values of other pertinent parameters are available on the

display screen. A complete plot package is implemented

which generates plots with variable parameters in

Hewlett Packard Graphics Language format.

2.3.5 Measurement of Relative Light Intensity
Versus Time

Measurements of light intensity as a function of time

are accomplished using the personal computer software

system. The digitized image of the event of interest is

accessed and the line of data corresponding to the

desired height is displayed. The time scale for the

image is stored in the file header in microseconds per

sample. This allows the program to provide a horizontal

time scale. Events of interest may be measured directly

with the markers or the user may generate a plot of the

displayed region of data.

2.3.6 Measurement of Relative Light intensity
Versus Height

Measurement of light intensity as a function of

height is more complex than the measurement of light

intensity as a function of time since the path along which

the measurements are to be made must be delineated. A new

module was written for ELAS in order to exploit the line

drawing capabilities already implemented. The module is

named DENT and works in conjunction with CPPP and POLY.
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The function of DENT is to pick out the relative light

intensities of an image which fall along a line. The user

may choose to specify the exact line path or an

approximate path. If an approximate path is specified, the

program will examine a range of light intensities near the

line and pick the peak in the surrounding data as the new

point on the line. This feature enables automated tracking

of features such as dart leader or return stroke peak

relative light intensity as a function of height. A region

may also be specified a certain distance from the line

over which the program is to compute the average of the

data values. This feature allows an average background

density value to be computed for each height. The file

produced by DENT is an ascii text file containing one line

describing the data file followed by lines containing the

vertical line, horizontal element, average of the

specified region before or after the polygon, and the

value of the data point along the polygon or the peak near

the polygon. This format is used for all data files with

an extension of .DNT.

A display of relative light intensity as a function

of height is obtained by starting the MDP program with the

/D option. This option will display a list of available

•DNT files and allow the user to select one. The profile

of the relative light intensity will then be displayed as

a function of height.
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2.3.7 Measurement of Leader Speed

Leader speed is determined by measuring the

displacement of the initial leader light intensity from

the leading edge of the return stroke light intensity at a

known height along the channel. The ratio of the height in

meters to the displacement in time yields the leader

speed. This measurement is a reasonable approximation to

the actual two-dimensional leader speed if the return

stroke speed is assumed to be at least an order of

magnitude higher than the leader speed since the measured

displacement includes the time for the leader to reach

ground and the return stroke to travel back up the channel

to the given height. For typical return stroke speeds the

error in the dart leader speed due to this measurement

technigue is approximately 10 percent.

2.4 Electric Field Analysis

The methods by which the electric field records in

this thesis were analyzed will be discussed in the

following sections. Electric field records are presented

from Tampa, Florida in 1979 and from Gainesville,

Florida in 1982.

2.4.1 Electric Field System Calibration
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Electric field calibration involves the determination

of the response of the electric field system to a known

vertical electric field applied to the antenna and the

measurement of the enhancement factor for the measurement

location with respect to ground level. At ground level the

flat plate antennas used in these experiments have an

enhancement of unity. A detailed discussion of the

calibration of the 1979 data is found in Master (1981)

.

Briefly, the enhancement factor was determined by placing

an antenna on the ground and simultaneously recording the

values obtained on the antennas on the truck and the

ground. The enhancement value in 1979 was 2.65. In 1982

the electric field system was calibrated in a manner

similar to that used in 1979 with the exception of the

determination of the enhancement factor. The enhancement

factor for the antenna located on the roof of Beatty

Towers was determined by using the average initial peak

electric fields of 38 subsequent strokes and setting the

average equal to that obtained by Master (1981) from the

Tampa data. The enhancement of the 1982 electric field

measurements was thus determined to be 5.

2.4.2 Electric Field Digitization

In 1984 the Lightning Laboratory acquired a Masscomp

minicomputer with an analog to digital converter system

capable of digitizing several seconds of data at a 500 kHz
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rate directly to disk. The effective rate of the

digitizing process could be increased to over 5 MHz if the

instrumentation tape recorder speed is slowed while

digitizing. This system was used exclusively for analysis

of the electric field records analyzed in this thesis.

Digitization was accomplished by connecting the

proper channels of the instrumentation recorder to the

digitizer and running software on the Masscomp computer

which controlled the digitizer. In most cases the sample

and hold circuits of the digitizer were used in order to

sample several channels simultaneously then multiplex the

digital values into the disk file.

The freguency modulated channels of the instrumenta-

tion recorder were used almost exclusively so that the

playback rate could be slowed down by a factor which

would allow several channels of an entire flash to to be

sampled and stored to disk. The data were recorded onto

the FM channels of another instrumentation recorder before

digitizing if the direct channels of the data were of

interest. This process reduced the high freguency cutoff

of the data from 1.5 MHz, that of a direct channel, to the

500 KHz cutoff of an FM channel. Use of FM channels for

digitization was necessary in order to preserve the low

freguency portion of the waveshape of the signals when the

recorder speed was slowed.

Data were normally sampled at 78.125 kHz if they were

played back at 1/64 original speed, eguivalent to sampling
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the data at 64 x 78125 = 5 MHz in real time. This was an

effective sampling rate of 0.2 /xsec/sample. Since the

response of the recorder was -6 db at 500 kHz, this

procedure was equivalent to sampling at 10 times the

corner frequency. The sampling rate was above the Nyquist

rate for frequencies up to 2.5 MHz . The recorder had

negligible frequency response above 2 MHz. Typically,

approximately one second of real time data was digitized.

The main advantages of the method described are the

ability to digitize at high rates for long periods of time

and the ease of display and measurement on the Masscomp as

discussed below.

2.4.3 Electric Field Analysis Software

The electric field data which were digitized to disk

were at first cumbersome to display and plot. The Masscomp

computer had general purpose software to plot simultaneous

sets of data but it proved too slow for serious analysis

purposes. Two new programs were written to facilitate

analysis of electric field records.

2.4.3.1 Display software

In order to rapidly display, analyze, and plot

electric field records a software program was developed

which exploited hardware available on the Masscomp. The

program is very general in that it allows the user to view

multiple channels from different data files (up to 6)

.
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Channels of data are presented as time on the

horizontal axis versus digitizer units on the vertical

axis. Data may be shifted relative to other channels as

well as expanded together or separately.

The program uses the array processor of the

Masscomp to scale the data onto the screen. This

technigue bypasses the graphics processor scaling

algorithms and allows multiple channels of 5000 points

each to be displayed rapidly. The disk I/O rate was a

problem for reading large data files (typically 20-40 MB)

and necessitated the use of low level file routines in

the C language to read large buffers of data.

A plotting package was designed into the system so

that a user could produce a hard copy of the screen

contents at anytime to either a Gould or Hewlett Packard

plotter. The plotting package was linked to a system

routine which would continuously plot all available

plots asynchronously. Figures 2.6 and 2.7 show examples of

electric field plots for the flash at Tampa on July 27,

1979 occurring at 2206:51 UT at a distance of 7.8 km.

2.4.3.2 Averaging software

Many of the data in the electric field records are

noisy and must be smoothed in order to find features of

interest. Software existed to average a single channel

data file but it took over 8 hours to average one second

of data. This program was rewritten to use large file

buffers and large arrays with efficient looping. The
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result was to reduce the execution time from 8 hours to 9

minutes for one second of data (10 MB) . The program was

modified to accept data with any number of channels and

has a user interface consistent with the display program.

2.4.4 Measurement of Interstroke Time Intervals

Interstroke intervals were measured by plotting the

interstroke electric field change on a suitable scale then

measuring the time difference between the fast portions

of the return stroke electric field change. Figure 2.7

demonstrates the measurement of the interstroke interval

between strokes 2 and 3 of the flash on 27 July 1979,

2206:51 UT.

2.4.5 Measurement of Return Stroke Initial Peak Electric

Field

Figure 2 . 9 demonstrates the technique used to measure

the initial peak electric field for stroke 6 of the 27

July 1979, 2206:51 UT. The initial peak electric field

must be measured from data with sufficient high frequency

response to preserve the peak waveshape. For the data in

this thesis the Biomation records taken from the direct

recorder channel were used for peak field measurements.

2.4.6 Measurement of Leader Field Change Duration
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Figure 2 . 8 demonstrates the method of determining the

duration of the leader field change for stroke 6 of the

27 July 1979, 2206:51 UT flash. Leader field change

durations are often difficult to measure due to the noise

level of the data and the shape of the beginning of the

field change which is the most difficult to identify. The

leader field change terminates with the beginning of the

return stroke field change which is easily identified.

2.4.7 Measurement of Ratio of Leader Field Change to Return
Stroke Field Change

The ratios of leader electric field change to return

stroke electric field change were measured in the manner

described by Rakov et al. (1990). As illustrated in

Figure 2.8, a line was drawn with the slope of the field

change preceding the dart leader. This J field change

slope is assumed to continue throughout the leader and

return stroke field change (Krehbiel et al., 1979). The

dart leader field change terminates at the beginning of

the return stroke field change. If the return stroke field

change after the initial peak exhibited a "knee" shape, as

discussed by Beasley et al. (1982) , then the time of

occurrence of the "knee" was considered as the end of the

return stroke field change. If the return stroke was

followed by a continuing current field change then the

position of the first M-component "hook" shaped field
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change was taken as the end of the return stroke field

change

.

Thomson (1985) investigated possible errors in

previous techniques for measuring leader-return stroke

electric field change ratios used by Schonland et al.

(1938) and Beasley et al. (1982). In this thesis we adopt

those techniques since the measurements of leader-return

stroke ratio presented were made only in order to compare

ratios as a function of stroke order. Thomson (1985)

stated that two conditions must be met for one to

interpret the leader-return stroke ratio in terms of the

charge distribution along the leader channel. First, both

field changes must be the electrostatic components of the

field changes. Second, leader and return stroke field

changes must be the result of the same charge which is the

charge deposited along the channel by the leader then

lowered to ground by the return stroke. He indicated that,

if the correct beginning point for the dart leader and

ending point for the return stroke are not determined, the

measured leader-return stroke ratio may contain

significant errors due to the contributions of the field

changes of the uniform current assumed in the model of Lin

et al. (1980) or from continuing current flowing at the

end of the return stroke. He suggested that the field

170 Msec after the start of the return stroke be used as

the ending point, again assuming the model of Lin et al.

(1980) , and that the contribution of the field change due
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to the uniform current, which is assumed to be flowing in

the channel, be subtracted in order to obtain a reasonable

return stroke electrostatic field change.
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Electric fields for stroke 6 of the 27 July
1979, 2206:51 UT flash showing the
measurement of initial peak electric field.
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Electric fields preceding stroke 6 of the 27
July 1979, 2206:51 UT flash showing the
measurement of dart leader duration.
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Overall electric field change for strokes 2

and 3 of the flash on 27 July 1979, 2206:51
UT showing the measurement of the interstroke
interval.
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Overall electric field change for the 27 July
1979, 2206:51 UT flash which had 16 strokes
with 9 recorded on the streak camera.



CHAPTER 3

DETAILED ANALYSES AND RESULTS

3 . 1 Database

The strokes which are discussed in the following

sections are listed in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. The data

acquired by the University of Florida Lightning Research

Laboratory include two flashes from the Tampa experiment

in 1979 and three flashes from the Gainesville experiment

in 1982. The data consist of one new channel to ground

which is the third stroke of a flash and 22 subsequent

strokes with 11 detectable dart leaders, all correlated

with electric fields. The data on loan from the State

University of New York at Albany contain 11 first strokes

and 10 subsequent strokes with 5 detectable dart leaders.

No electric fields were recorded in the SUNYA experiments.

Prior to discussions of properties of first and

subsequent strokes it is useful to explore relationships

which exist within individual flashes. Dart leader field

change duration, previous interstroke interval, initial

peak electric field, and the ratio of leader to return

stroke electric field change have been measured within

five flashes and their values plotted versus stroke

order

.

70
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Table 3.1 Summary of Stroke Parameters Derived from
Correlated Optical and Electric Field Records

Storm Time Distance Stroke
Year/Day (UT) km Order

Return Stroke
Initial Electric

Field Peak
at 100km V/m

Previous
Interstroke

Interval
ms

79208 2206:51 8.2 3

4

5

6

7

8

9

4.8
2.3
2

4

2

2

3

223'

58
94
38
43
35
44

79208 2246:45 8.8 2

3

3.1
6.8

25
30

82202 1317:14 "6

(EDT)

** 4.9
5.1
2.2
2.1
1.7
3.8

57
51
63
98
23
79

82222

82222

1445:35
(EDT)

1446:56

5.3 2

3

2

3

4

5

6

7

***

5.9
6.5

4.7
4.7
5.5
1.9
3.5
3.1

44
31

23
53
34
60
41
24

* Includes continuing current of 85 ms duration.
** Dart-stepped leader

*** First stroke along a new channel to ground.
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Leader Leader Leader Return
Duration Speed Luminosity Stroke

ms (relative Luminosity
10 6 m/s units) (relative units)

1.9 12.0 - 41
5
3

19
"0

5
9

24
99

9

11
5

"1.5
"1.5
6

57
6.4

20
20
15

7

7

- -

- -

0.98 14.6 2

1.9 -

1.6 -

2.1 —

0.34 10.7 —

0.22 17.4 12

0.95 5.4 -

0.45 24.4 3

1.8 9.2 -

3.3 -
- -

4.0 7.9 -

0.15 15.7 26
0.36 17.9 18

- —
- -

0.5 16.6 4
- -
- -

- -
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Stroke #92 Leader
Order Filter Speed

10 6 m/s

Table 3.2 Summary of Stroke Parameters Derived from
Optical Records Borrowed from the
State University of New York at Albany

Storm Time Distance
Year/ Day (UT) km

78186 - - 1 YES

78192 1926:45 4.6 1 YES
2 YES

78210 2009:57 3.5 1 YES

2023:46 4.6 1 YES
A YES 3 .

8

B YES

2025:50 2.0 1 YES

YES
YES

YES
YES 5.9

YES

YES 5.2
YES

84148 1749:02 2.0 1 NO -

84161 2107:20 5.0 1 NO -

A NO -

B NO -

C NO -

2107:20 5.0 1 NO

2032:10 6.0 1

A

2032:51 4.0 1

A

2041:00 4.9 1

2041:00 4.9 A
B
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Data for the 27 July 1979 2206:51 UT flash are

presented in Figure 3.1. This flash had sixteen strokes of

which seven subsequent strokes were imaged by the streak

camera. The first stroke had a double termination to

ground as seen on the television records. The second

stroke initiated a long continuing current (about 85 msec

duration) . Only stroke six produced a detectable dart

leader on the streak film. Stroke six had the shortest

dart leader field change duration and the shortest

previous interstroke interval of the imaged strokes. It

also had the second largest return stroke initial peak

electric field. Stroke three, which followed a long

interstroke interval (223 msec, including about 85 msec of

continuing current) , had a slightly larger initial peak

electric field than the sixth stroke. Analysis of electric

field records from 1979 showed pulses typical for dart-

stepped leaders prior to the return stroke (Krider et al.,

1979) .

Data for the 27 July 1979 2246:45 UT flash are shown

in Figure 3.2. This flash had four strokes of which two

were imaged by the streak camera. Stroke two produced

a weak dart leader and had a relatively small return

stroke electic field peak. Stroke three had a very

bright dart leader which was 1.7 times as fast as as the

leader of stroke two and was followed by a return stroke

with an initial peak electric field which was twice as

large as stroke two.
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Histograms of (a) dart leader field change
duration, (b) initial peak electric field,
(c) previous interstroke interval,
and (d) ratio of leader to return stroke
electric field change versus stroke order for
the 27 July 1979, 2206:51 UT flash. Cross-
hatched strokes had detectable dart leaders.
Dashed lines indicate ambiguous measurements.
Parallel lines indicate measurements of first
stroke parameters which are off scale.
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Figure 3.2 Histograms of (a) dart leader field change

duration, (b) initial peak electric field,

(c) previous interstroke interval, and (d)

ratio of leader to return stroke electric

field change versus stroke order for the 27

July 1979, 2246:45 UT flash. Cross-hatched

strokes had detectable dart leaders. The

ratio of leader-return stroke electric field

change was not measurable for strokes 2 and

4. Dashed lines indicate ambiguous

measurements. Parallel lines indicate
measurements of first stroke parameters which

are off scale.
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Data for the 21 July 1982 1317:14 EDT flash are shown

in Figure 3.3. This flash had seven strokes and all but

the first stroke were imaged by the streak camera. Four of

the seven subseguent strokes produced detectable dart

leaders. Stroke three had the fastest dart leader (2.44 x

10 7m/sec) of all the data which were analyzed. It had the

largest return stroke initial peak electric field and the

shortest dart leader duration of the flash. The second

stroke also had a large initial peak electric field but

was preceded by a dart-stepped leader.

Data for the 10 August 1982 1445:35 EDT flash are

shown in Figure 3.4. This flash had three strokes and the

two subseguent strokes were imaged by the streak camera.

Both of the subseguent strokes produced highly visible

dart leaders on the streak film. The measured dart

leader durations for both subseguent strokes were

unusually short with the duration for stroke three being

twice as long as stroke two even though they had

practically the same dart leader speeds below the cloud.

Data for the 10 August 1982 1446:56 EDT flash are

shown in Figure 3.5. This flash had seven strokes total

along two channels to ground. The subseguent stroke for

the first channel as well as all strokes for the second

channel were imaged by the streak camera. Only the

second stroke along the second channel produced a

detectable dart leader. The electric field records for

this flash were very noisy making it impossible to measure
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Histograms of (a) dart leader field change
duration, (b) initial peak electric field,
(c) previous interstroke interval, and (d)
ratio of leader to return stroke electric
field change versus stroke order for
the 21 July 1982, 1317:14 EDT flash. Cross-
hatched strokes had detectable dart leaders.
Leader electric field properties for stroke
6 were not measurable. Dashed lines indicate
ambiguous measurements. Parallel lines
indicate measurements of first stroke
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Histograms of (a) dart leader field change
duration, (b) initial peak electric field,
(c) previous interstroke interval, and (d)
ratio of leader to return stroke electric
field change versus stroke order for the
10 August 1982, 1446:56 EDT flash. Cross-
hatched strokes had detectable dart leaders.
Dashed lines indicate ambiguous measurements.
Parallel lines indicate measurements of first
stroke parameters which are off scale.
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Histograms of (a) dart leader field change
duration, (b) initial peak electric field,
(c) previous interstroke interval, and (d)

ratio of leader to return stroke electric
field change versus stroke order for
the 10 August 1982, 1445:35 EDT flash. Cross-
hatched strokes had detectable dart leaders.
The leader-return stroke electric field ratio
was not measurable for this flash. Dashed
lines indicate ambiguous measurements.
Parallel lines indicate measurements of first
stroke parameters which are off scale.
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dart leader durations for strokes other than the stroke

with the visible dart leader.

3.2 First Strokes

Streak camera records are available for eleven first

strokes and one new channel to ground which is the third

stroke of a flash. The eleven first strokes are from SUNYA

and the new channel to ground is fron the 1982 Gainesville

experiment. Only six of the twelve records were suitable

for detailed analysis.

3.2.1 Channel Relative Light Intensity Variations

Variations in relative light intensity for first

strokes must be carefully made near branch locations along

the channel. It is at these branch points that the channel

light intensity varies the most abruptly.

The first stroke at 1446:56 EDT August 10, 1982

occurred at a distance of about 6 km and was the second

channel to ground in a seven stroke flash. This stroke was

the third stroke in the flash and was followed by four

subsequent strokes down the same channel. Electric field

records are available for all of the strokes in this

flash. A photograph of the digitized image of this stroke

is shown in Figure 3.6. Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8 contain

the relative light intensity profiles versus height for
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this stroke. A detailed analysis of the variations in

light intensity for this stroke was not made due to the

image quality.

The first stroke at 1926:45 UT on July 11, 1978 is

shown in Figure 3.9. This flash was located at a distance

of 4.6 km and was imaged through a #92 filter. Twin lens

streak camera images were obtained for this stroke and a

subsequent stroke. Relative light intensity profiles at

increasing heights for the first stroke are shown in

Figures 3.10 and 3.11. Two prominent branches are visible

on the streak camera images. The rise time of the return

stroke increased from 2 . 3 jusec below the lower branch to

13 jusec above the branch. The return stroke rise time was

7 /xsec below the upper branch and 18 /usee above the

branch. These changes in rise time occur within ten meters

along the channel. The return stroke relative light

intensity decreased from 45 rlu to 21 rlu while passing

the lower branch point and decreased from 71 rlu to 27 rlu

while passing the upper branch point.

The first stroke at 2041:00 UT on July 29, 1978 is

shown in Figure 3.12. Relative light intensity profiles as

a function of height for this stroke are shown in Figures

3.13 and 3.14. Only one stroke was photographed in this

flash. The image was taken with a #92 filter and is of

particular interest since it has a double termination to

ground. No electric field records are available for this

stroke; therefore it is impossible to separate the spatial
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and temporal components of the flash near the ground. It

can be seen in Figure 3.13 that at meters the peak

relative intensities of the terminations appear to be

approximately the same. This is somewhat misleading since

the relative light intensity of the left channel must be

subtracted from that of the right to obtain a valid

comparison. The left termination exhibits a marked

decrease in intensity from 60 rlu to 22 rlu at 98 meters

for no apparent reason. It is possible that a branch is

present but obscured by the return stroke streaking. At

257 meters the right termination joins the left. There is

a decrease in intensity at this point from 67 rlu to 32

rlu with an increase in rise time from 2.3 /usee to 6.5

Msec. At 402 meters the rise time is 9.4 /xsec (47 rlu),

decreasing to 5.6 /xsec (50 rlu) at 410 meters then

increasing to 6.4 /xsec (41 rlu) at 417 meters with these

changes occuring on either side of a branch which is

barely visible. Above the small branch at 650 meters the

rise time decreases to 3 /usee with the light intensity

dropping to 15 rlu. Rise time measurements were not made

above 700 meters due to the diffuse channel light

intensity.

The first stroke at 2023:46 UT on July 29, 1978 is

shown in Figure 3.15. The relative light intensity

profiles at increasing heights for this stroke are shown

in Figures 3.16 and 3.17. A #92 filter was also used for

this stroke. Two subseguent strokes were also obtained for
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this flash. The rise time of the return stroke relative

light intensity at 46 meters is 2.3 /usee and increases to

4.7 /xsec at 151 meters then decreases again to 2 . 5 /xsec at

197 meters. At an altitude of 271 meters the rise time

again increases to 6.4 /xsec but within 10 meters at 280

meters has decreased to 3 . 5 jusec. This effect is also seen

at altitudes between 350 meters and 565 meters where the

rise time decreases from 11 jusec to 3 . 5 /xsec.

The first stroke at 2032:10 UT on July 29, 1978 is

shown in Figure 3.18. The relative light intensity

profiles at increasing heights for this stroke are shown

in Figure 3.19.

The first stroke at 2032:51 UT on July 29, 1978 is

shown in Figure 3.20. This flash had one subseguent

stroke and was imaged with a #92 filter. The relative

light intensity profiles at increasing heights for the

first stroke are shown in Figure 3.21. This flash was

partially obscured but significant branching was visible.

The first stroke at 1749:02 UT on May 27, 1984 is

shown in Figure 3.22. This image was obtained in Oklahoma

and no filter was used. The relative light intensity

profiles for this stroke are shown in Figures 3.23. Only

one stroke was recorded for this flash. The distance to

this stroke was approximately 2 km. Branch components are

visible for this stroke along the lower portion of the

channel. It is not obvious which of the branches caused
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the branch component since some of the branches on the

right side of the channel are obscured by the streaked

light. The rise time of the return stroke relative light

intensity is 2 . 1 /usee just below the branch point at 100 m

then increases to 4 . 2 /xsec above the branch point at 104

m. At 160 m the rise time has decreased to 2.1 /xsec but

increases to 8 /xsec above the branch point at 223 m. The

branch component peak relative light intensity at 20 m is

8 rlu with a return stroke peak relative light intensity

of 54 rlu and at 120 m is 12 rlu with a return stroke peak

relative light intensity of 49 rlu.

The first stroke at 2107:20.81 UT on June 9, 1984 is

shown in Figure 3.24. The relative light intensity

profiles for this stroke are presented in Figure 3.25.

There was only one stroke recorded for this flash. These

data are not filtered and a calibration strip was

developed at the same time as the data.

The data presented above suggest that the physics of

the initial light front which propagates up the channel is

a highly non-linear process since the rise time of a

linear process, which is assumed to be losing energy, can

not decrease once it has increased. Even though the

initial front loses a significant amount of energy at a

branch point, as evidenced by the increase in rise time

and decrease in relative light intensity just above the

branch, it rebuilds the sharp front after traveling

further up the channel. This effect can be seen in the
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first stroke shown in Figure 3.9 at altitudes between 330

m and 350 m and between 500 and 550 m, the first stroke

shown in Figure 3.12 at altitudes between 400 m and 420 m,

the first stroke shown in Figure 3.15 at altitudes between

46 m and 197 m, between 271 m and 280 m, and between 350 m

and 365 m, and the first stroke shown in Figure 3.22

between 100 m and 160 m.

3.2.2 Channel Relative Light Intensity Variations Due to

Branches

The first stroke at 1749:02 UT on May 27, 1984 shown

in Figure 3.22 exhibits relatively large changes in

channel relative light intensity when the return stroke

passes a point where a branch connects to the channel.

Examples are seen at altitudes of 100 m and 219 m. The

increase in channel relative light intensity which travels

down the return stroke channel below the branch point as

the return stroke is traveling up the channel above the

branch point is called a branch component . The peak

relative light intensity of the branch component along the

lower channel of this stroke was 6 rlu at the bottom of

the channel while the return stroke relative light

intensity was 60 rlu. At 120 m the branch component peak

relative light intensity was 12 rlu while the return

stroke peak was 49 rlu. At 140 m the branch component peak

relative light intensity is 7 rlu and the return stroke
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stroke at 1749:02 UT May 27, 1984.
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peak is 29 rlu. At 160 m, where the branch component first

becomes distinct from the return stroke, its peak relative

light intensity is 2 3 rlu while the return stroke peak is

10 rlu. One obvious feature of this branch component is

the slow, tens of miroseconds, rise time which is very

similar in shape to the rise times associated with M-

components; which are discussed in Section 3.4. Malan and

Collens (1937) observed that branch components appear to

travel down the return stroke channel and concluded that

they are caused by a sudden increase in availabile charge

as the return stroke passes the branch point.

3 . 3 Subsequent Strokes

A total of twenty two streak camera images of

subsequent strokes were recorded with correlated electric

fields during 1979 and 1982. Ten of the twenty two

subsequent UF strokes had dart leaders which were

detectable on the streak camera records but only 6 were of

sufficient quality to allow the measurement of their

relative light intensity variations. An additional ten

subsequent strokes, five strokes having detectable

leaders, were available from the SUNYA data. In the

following sections the dart leader results are presented

followed by the results for subsequent return strokes and

M-components

.
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3.3.1 Leaders Of (Dart Leaders)

As discussed in Section 2.2.2, the availability of

electric field records enabled the determination of stroke

order for all of the UF data but there is no stroke order

information for the SUNYA data. In the following sections

the results are presented for a number of leader

parameters as a function of stroke order.

3.3.1.1 Leader speed versus stroke order

A plot of dart leader speed, as determined from

streak camera records, as a function of stroke order is

shown in Figure 3.26. The minimum dart leader speed was

5.4 x 10 6 m/sec and the maximum was 2.4 x 10 7 m/sec. It

can be seen that in general the dart leader speed

increased from stroke two to stroke three then decreased

with later strokes. This result in not conclusive

considering the limited number of flashes available for

analysis. Schonland et al. (1935) compared dart leader

speed with the total number of strokes in the flash with

no obvious correlation but never discussed leader speed as

a function of stroke order. Brook et al. (1962) measured

dart leader speed and knew the stroke order of the strokes

but did not discuss this relationship.

3.3.1.2 Apparent channel length versus stroke order.

Dart leader apparent channel length versus stroke

order is shown in Figure 3.27. The apparent channel length

is determined in the manner first described by Malan and
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Schonland (1951). The dart leader speed is determined, as

discussed in Section 2.3.7, and, assuming this speed is

constant into the cloud, is multiplied by the duration of

the leader electric field change, see Section 2.4.6. Brook

et al. (1962) made a number of speed measurements in which

the speed appeared to change with height. This figure

shows a clear tendency for leaders later in the flash to

have longer apparent lengths. This is in agreement with

data presented by Krehbiel et al. (1979).

3.3.1.3 Leader speed versus previous interstroke interval

Dart leader speed as a function of interstroke

interval is shown in Figure 3.28. The dashed lines on the

figure indicate the limits of the data for 103 dart

leaders acguired by Brook and Kitagawa (Winn, 1965) . It

is noted that the speed measured for stroke 3 of the flash

on 21 July 1982, 1317:14 EDT (2.4 x 10 7 m/sec) falls far

outside the previously measured data. This is the highest

dart leader speed reported in the literature for a dart

leader measured with optical technigues. Richard

(Richard et al., 1986) reported dart leader speeds as high

as 5.0 x 10 7 m/sec using locations of vhf sources along

the leader path. Also shown on the graph is the range of

dart leader speeds and previous interstroke intervals

found by Idone et al. (1984) for 32 dart leaders from

triggered lightning. Triggered lightning dart leaders

appear to be twice as fast as those for natural lightning.

3.3.1.4 Leader speed versus leader electric field
change duration
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Dart leader speed as a function of the leader

electric field change duration is shown in Figure 3.29.

The duration of the leader electric field change duration

has a range of 0.15 msec to 4.0 msec with a mean of

0.99 msec. From the figure it can be inferred that leaders

with higher speeds have shorter electric field change

durations.

3.3.1.5 Leader speed versus initial peak electric field

Dart leader speed as a function of the electric

field peak of the following return stroke, normalized to

100 km, is shown in Figure 3.30. Also shown on the figure

is a regression line for dart leader speed as a function

of peak return stroke current from Idone et al. (1984) for

32 triggered strokes in New Mexico. The peak current

values from Idone et al. have been plotted in terms of

peak electric field instead of current using the formula

presented by Willett et al. (1989) relating the two for

triggered lightning in Florida.

Ip = -3.9 X 10"2 D E' p
- 2.7 X 10 3

where Ip is peak current, D is the distance, and E' p is

the modified or truncated peak electric field. Excluding

the leader identified as dart-stepped, a linear fit of the

data had an intercept of 3.45 and slope of 2.14 and a

correlation coefficient of 0.55 at a 0.05 significance

level, indicating a positive correlation of dart leader
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speed and return stroke initial peak electric field. A

linear fit of the data of Idone et al. had an intercept of

11.4 and slope of 4.96 with a correlation coefficient of

0.84. If the results of Willett et al. (1989) are valid

for New Mexico triggered lightning, the dependence between

dart leader speed and peak return stroke electric field is

significantly different for triggered and natural

lightning.
3.3.1.6 Leader speed versus leader relative light

intensity
Dart leader speed as a function of dart leader

relative light intensity is shown in Figure 3.31 . All

dart leader speeds are average speeds over the maximum

channel section possible. Dart leader relative light

intensity was measured near ground (height of

approximately 50 m) as was done by Orville and Idone

(1982) . No obvious relationship can be seen for these

parameters. This result is in contradiction to the

findings of Schonland et al. (1935) who report an increase

in dart leader speed with an increasing dart leader light

intensity, but confirm the results of Orville and Idone

(1982) who found no relationship between these parameters

for natural lightning.

3.3.1.7 Leader relative light intensity versus
initial peak electric field

Dart leader peak relative light intensity as a

function of initial peak electric field normalized to 100

km is shown in Figure 3.32. The initial peak electric

fields of all subsequent strokes in the flashes recorded
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are presented. Dart leaders which were not detectable are

plotted with a relative light intensity of zero. The

figure shows that for initial peak electric fields below

4 . V/m the dart leader was not detectable with the

techniques used in our analyses. The data set is too small

for a conclusive result but the trend seems to be

increasing dart leader relative light intensity with

increasing initial peak electric field.

3.3.1.8 Leader relative light intensity versus

leader duration
Leader relative light intensity versus leader field

change duration is shown in Figure 3.33. It can be seen

that leaders with shorter durations are brighter. This

result is interesting in view of the relationship

presented for leader speed versus leader light intensity;

which showed no obvious relationship. If leaders with

higher speeds tend to have shorter leader durations then

one would not expect shorter durations to correlate with

an increase in light intensity.

3.3.1.9 Leader relative light intensity versus
previous interstroke interval

Leader relative light intensity as a function of

previous interstroke interval is shown in Figure 3.34.

No obvious relationship can be found for these

parameters

.

3.3.1.10 Leader relative light intensity versus return
stroke relative light intensity

A plot of leader relative light intensity as a

function of return stroke relative light intensity is
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presented in Figure 3.35. With only six leaders suitable

for analysis, the scatter is such that only a trend is

recognizable. In general the brighter return strokes have

brighter leaders. This result confirms previous findings

by Schonland et al. (1935) and of Orville and Idone

(1982) .

3.3.1.11 Leader relative light intensity versus height

Dart leader peak relative light intensity as a

function of height along the channel for four dart leaders

is shown in Figures 3.36-3.39. The leader for stroke 3 of

the 2246:45 UT flash on July 27, 1979, Figure 3.36,

exhibits a decrease in light intensity with increase in

height of approximately 50% over a channel height of 1600

m. The leader for stroke 2 of the 1445:35 EDT flash on

August 10, 1982, Figure 3.37, has a decrease of

approximately 30% with increasing height over a channel

height of 1350 m. The leader for stroke 3 of the 1445:35

EDT flash on August 10, 1982, Figure 3.38, has a decrease

of less than 20% over a channel height of 1350 m. The

leader for stroke 2 of the 1446:36 EDT flash on August 10,

1982, Figure 3.39, does not decrease but, instead,

increases slightly above 700 m. Figure 3.41 shows the peak

relative light intensities for all three leaders on the

same plot.

3.3.1.11 Leader relative light intensity versus height
and time

Relative light intensity versus height and time for

all of the dart leaders are shown with their respective
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return strokes in the figures following section 3.4.2. As

can be seen in Figure 3.68 and Figure 3.71, the dart

leader light intensity does not return to zero after the

dart has passed a point along the channel. Instead, the

dart leader light intensity returns to a non-zero level

and maintains this level until the return stroke front

passes. Measurements of the dart leader residual relative

light intensity value were made at the point which the

trailing edge of the dart leader peak relative light

intensity changed slope to become approximately flat.

Figure 3.42 is a plot of this residual dart leader light

intensity as a function of height along the channel.

Regression lines for the data points appear to be

approximately constant with height for one leader while

two leaders decrease approximately 50% with height over

1000 meters. It should be noted that the correlation

coefficients for the regression lines above are 0,49,

0.17, and 0.24 indicating very little statistical

significance. This residual light intensity lasts much too

long to be any type of decay of the dart peak light

intensity and suggests that a current flows down the

channel after the dart has passed. This is reasonable in

that the charge which is deposited along the channel by

the dart leader must be coming from the cloud and

delivered by a current along the channel.

The rise time of the dart leader relative light

intensity as a function of height for three leaders is
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shown in Figure 3.43 to be 1.0 ± 0.5 /xsec for all measured

heights with the exception of 3 data points. The streak

camera speeds used to acquire these data limited the time

resolution to approximately 0.5 /Lisec, explaining the

quantized nature of the data points. It is possible and

likely that the dart leaders had light rise times less 0.5

/xsec.

Dart leader width as a function of height is shown in

Figure 3.44 to be relatively constant along the channel

with a value of 4.0 ± 2.0 /xsec. Dart leader width was

measured by taking the leading edge of the dart light

intensity at the point it increased above background and

the trailing edge of the dart light intensity at the point

at which it intersected the relatively flat value which

continues until the return stroke light begins. If dart

widths are reproduced by multiplying the dart lengths by

the dart speeds presented in Table 4. of Orville and Idone

(1982) , it is shown that their mean width along the lower

part of the channel is 2.5 /Ltsec and along the upper part

of the channel is 2.3 /usee. This is consistent with the

findings of this study showing the width to be constant

with height. The mean widths measured by Orville and Idone

are less than those found in this study probably due to a

difference in measurement technique. Orville and Idone

(1982) found the dart length as a function of dart leader

speed to be best fit by a second order polynomial. If the
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dart width is assumed constant with height then the best

fit should be a linear function of dart leader speed.

3.3.2 Return Strokes

A total of 32 subsequent strokes were available for

analysis. Electric field records were available for 5

flashes containing 22 strokes.

3.3.2.1 Return stroke peak relative light intensity
versus leader speed

Figure 3.40 shows subsequent return stroke peak

relative light intensity as a function of leader speed.

The figure shows that faster leaders produce brighter

return strokes. This contradicts the findings of Schonland

et al. (1935) who found that slower leaders produce

brighter return stokes. Orville and Idone (1982) found

their data to be inconclusive concerning these parameters.

3.3.2.2 Return stroke peak relative light intensity
versus leader field change duration

Figure 3.45 shows subsequent return stroke peak

relative light intensity as a function of leader

electric field change duration. Field change duration is a

function of both the speed of the dart leader and the

total channel length. The figure shows that leaders with

long field change durations are followed by return strokes

with lower relative light intensity. This result is

consistent with that of Brook et al. (1962) who found

smaller charge lowered by strokes with longer apparent

leader lengths.
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3.3.2.3 Return stroke peak relative light intensity
versus previous interstroke interval

Subsequent return stroke peak relative light

intensity as a function of the duration of the previous

interstroke interval is shown in Figure 3.46. No obvious

relationship can be found between these two parameters.

This contradicts the results of Schonland et al. (1935)

who found that their brighter return strokes followed

longer interstroke intervals.

3.3.2.4 Return stroke peak relative light intensity
versus return stroke initial peak electric field

Subsequent return stroke peak relative light

intensity as a function of initial peak electric field is

shown in Figure 3.47. It can be seen from the figure that

there is definitely some type of correlation between

these two parameters with larger peak fields associated

with brighter return strokes. Idone and Orville (1985)

show regression lines for peak return stroke relative

light intensity as a function of peak return stroke

current for 39 subsequent strokes in two triggered

lightning flashes. They obtain a better fit for the log of

the relative light intensity versus the log of the peak

current compared to the log relative light intensity

versus linear initial peak electric field found by Jordan

and Uman (1983). It should be noted that the range of peak

currents (2-20 kA) in their data is somewhat lower than

that for natural lightning (10-35 kA) obtained by using

our electric fields and the relationship between peak

current and electric field peak presented by Willett et
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al. (1989) . It must be reiterated that the relationship

derived by Willett et al. is for triggered lightning and

is possibly inappropriate for natural lightning, but it is

the only available relationship between peak current and

peak electric field.

3.3.2.5 Return stroke relative light intensity versus
height and time

Photographs of the digitized images and relative

light intensity profiles at various heights for all of the

subseguent strokes analyzed in this thesis are

presented in Figures 3.48 - 3.78. The profiles are

consistent with results presented by Jordan and Uman

(1983) showing the subseguent stroke relative light

intensity to consist of a rapid rise to peak followed by a

relative constant value. The peak relative light intensity

is seen to decay as a function of height. Detailed plots

of return stroke peak relative light intensity are shown

in Figures 3.79 - 3.87. These plots show the marked

decrease in peak relative light intensity with height for

all strokes. Figures 3.86 and 3.87 show peak light

intensity as a function of height for a first stroke and a

subsequent stroke 78192 1926:45 UT. The large decreases in

light intensity at the branch points of the first stroke

can be seen at 350 m and 550 m. The relative light

intensity of the subsequent stroke shows relatively little

change at the locations of the branch points of the

previous stroke.
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Figure 3.89 shows the 20% to 80% rise time of the

return stroke relative light intensity as a function of

height. These are presented in order to compare more

recent data with those of Jordan and Uman (1983) . The rise

times along the lower portion of the channel are 1.5 ± .5

Msec and increase to 4.0 ± 2.5 jusec in the upper portion

of the channel. The rise times measured in this thesis

have the same range as those reported by Jordan and Uman

(1983) but their mean for the lower portion of the channel

was approximately 2.5 /xsec. This discrepancy is most

likely due to the difference in measurement techniques.

Their original work was measured by hand on paper plots as

compared to the software display and measurement

techniques used in this current work.

Figure 3.90 shows the relative light intensity value

during the relatively constant period 30 /xsec after the

return stroke light intensity leading edge. As shown by

Jordan and Uman (1983) this plot shows the 30 /usee value

to be approximately constant with height.

3 . 4 M-components

The flash at 2041:00 UT on July 29, 1978 which was

obtained by Idone and Orville contained two subsequent

strokes; one of which was followed by two very well

defined M-components. A digitized image of this flash is

shown in Figure 3.91. The optical records for these M-
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components have been analyzed in detail and are

presented in the following sections. There were no

electric field records available for this flash.

3.4.1 M-component Relative Light Intensity Profiles

Relative light intensity profiles at three heights

along the channel of both the return stroke and M-

components are presented in Figure 3.92-3.94. It is

evident from this figure that M-component relative light

intensity has a different character than the return

stroke. The M-component relative light intensity does not

have a sharp rise to peak nor does it possess the

characteristic decaying peak of the typical return stroke.

The M-component relative light intensity is essentially

constant with height along the channel, as shown in Figure

3.95. Figure 3.96 shows the relative light intensity as a

function of height for the second M-component. The valley

relative light intensity between the M-components , as seen

in the plots at different heights, indicates that the M-

components occurred during a continuing current which was

keeping the channel luminous. This is consistent with

observations by Malan and Schonland (1947) and Kitagawa et

al. (1962) who found that M-components were only observed

during continuing currents.

During the analysis of the electric field records of

1979 and 1982 it was observed that there were many hook-
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shaped waveforms, typical of M-components, during

continuing currents which were not detectable on the

streak camera records. Figure 3.98 shows the electric

field change following stroke 6 of the 2206:51 UT flash on

July 27, 1979 in Tampa, Florida. Three field changes,

typical for M-components, are evident following the return

stroke field change. The second of these field changes is

comparable to the field change of the preceding dart

leader which was easily detectable on the streak camera

records. None of the M-component field changes were

detectable on the streak camera records.

3.4.2 Determination of the Direction of M-component
Propagation

Malan and Collens (1937) measured the direction of

propagation for nine M-components, finding that seven

traveled downward while two traveled upward. They

measured the speeds for four of the M-components which had

a range of 2.0 - 4.7 x 10 7 m/sec.

It was observed while measuring the M-component

waveshapes that the time between the return stroke leading

edge and the M-component leading edge was greater near the

bottom of the channel than at the top of the channel by

approximately 25 /isec. At 1 km height the displacement was

approximately 2 /xsec. This relative displacement can be

used, in a manner similar to that described in Section

2.3.7 for dart leaders, to measure the speed of M-

component progagation. The displacement of the return
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stroke channel from the ideal (Vr=oo) channel is h/Vr and

the displacement of the M-component channel from the ideal

channel (Vm=«>) is h/Vm where h is the channel height and

Vr and Vjn are the return stroke speed and M-component

speed respectively. The the difference in the absolute

displacements above is the relative displacement between

the two and is h/Vr - h/Vm which is the measured

displacement of approximately 2 /zsec at the height h. The

M-component speed as a function of return stroke speed can

then be calculated as below.

Vm =

1/Vr - s

where S is 20 ^sec / 1000 m.

The eguation above has a discontinuity and sign reversal

at a return stroke speed of 5.0 x 10 7 m/sec, therefore;

the M-component must be traveling downward if the return

stroke speed is greater than 5.5 x 107 m/sec and upward if

the return stroke speed is lower. Idone and Orville (1982)

presented statistics for 17 first stroke speeds and 43

subseguent stroke speeds with a mean subseguent stroke

speed of 1.2 x 10 8 m/sec. The distribution of return

stroke speeds shows only 6 of 70 strokes, including first
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strokes which typically have lower speeds, having speeds

less than 6.0 x 10 7 m/sec. Assuming the return stroke

speed was greater than 5.5 x 10 7 m/sec, the M-component

downward speed is calculated to be 1.0 x 10 8 m/sec for a

return stroke speed of 1.0 x 10 8 m/sec and 6.7 x 10 7 m/sec

for a return stroke speed of 2.0 x 10 8 m/sec.
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Figure 3.63 Relative light intensity versus time for
stroke 2 at 1317:14 UT, July 21, 1982.
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Figure 3.65 Relative light intensity versus time for
stroke 3 at 1317:14 UT, July 21, 1982.
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Figure 3.70 Relative light intensity versus time for
stroke 3 at 1445:35 UT, August 10, 1982.
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Figure 3.73 Relative light intensity versus time for
Stroke 2 at 1446:56 UT, August 10, 1982.
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Figure 3.76 Relative light intensity versus time for
stroke 2 at 1926:45 UT, July 11, 1978.
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CHAPTER 4

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Streak camera data have been presented for 44 return

strokes; 11 of them first strokes. Electric field records

were available for 1 new channel to ground, which was the

third stroke of a flash, and for 22 subsequent strokes.

First stroke relative light intensity rise times have

been shown to increase sharply with corresponding

decreases in light intensity immediately above branch

points. The rise time then decreases and the light

intensity increases as the light front propagates further

up the channel. This evidence suggests that the optical

front of the first stroke is certainly not a linear

process with an initial energy input which is dissipated

along the channel. Rather it is more like a shock wave

whose sharp front is rebuilt after the disturbing effects

of the junction.

Data have been shown which suggest that the current

in the dart leader channel continues to flow after the

dart leader tip has passed until the return stroke

propagates up the channel. It is no longer appropriate to

think of the dart leader as a simple length of light which

travels unattached from the cloud to the ground. The dart

leader relative light intensity appears to behave
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similarly to that of the return stroke with a very sharp

rise to peak followed by a plateau which continues until

the beginning of the return stroke light intensity.

Dart leader properties have been presented which

show dart leader speeds in this study to have a mean value

of 13.7 x 10 6 m/sec, which is more than twice as fast as

that reported by Schonland et al. (1935) who reported a

mean of 5.5 x 10 6 m/sec. It is however consistent with

speeds reported by Orville and Idone (1982) . All of the

dart leaders which were detectable in this study had peak

return stroke electric field values greater than 4 v/m

normalized to 100 km, as is evident from Figure 3.32. If

it is assumed that all subseguent strokes have dart

leaders then the distribution of peak return stroke

electric fields shown by Master, et al. (1984) and Rakov

and Uman (1990) would suggest that approximately 50% of

all dart leaders are not detectable in daylight streak

photographs. In this study, 11 of the return strokes had

detectable dart leaders or 48% of the leaders were not

detectable. Schonland et al. (1935), whose data were

obtained at night, report that 94 leaders were found in

158 strokes or 41% of the strokes had no detectable

leader. If slower dart leaders have the lowest light

intensity, as indicated in Figure 3.31, then it seems

probable that the mean dart leader speeds reported in the

literature of 11 x 10 6 m/sec for 17 leaders by McEachron

(1939), 9.7 x 10 6 m/sec for 103 leaders by Brook and
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Kitagawa (Winn, 1965), 9.0 x 10 6 m/sec for 80 leaders by

Berger (1967b) , and 11 x 10 6 m/sec for 21 leaders by

Orville and Idone (1982) , with the exception of Schonland

et al. (1935), who reported 5.5 x 10 6 m/sec for 55

leaders, are skewed toward higher dart leader speeds.

Figure 3.28 indicates the range of dart leader speeds

and previous interstroke intervals found by Idone et al.

(1984) for 32 dart leaders from triggered lightning is

twice as fast as those for natural lightning. Dart leader

speed as a function of the electric field peak of the

following return stroke has been shown in Figure 3.30. The

figure presents a regression line for dart leader speed as

a function of initial peak electric field using data from

Idone et al. (1984) for 32 triggered strokes in New

Mexico. Electric field values were plotted in terms of

current using the formula presented by Willett et al.

(1989) relating the two for triggered lightning in

Florida. A linear fit of the data had an intercept of 3.45

and slope of 2.14 and a correlation coefficient of 0.55 at

a 0.05 significance level, indicating a positive

correlation of dart leader speed and return stroke initial

peak electric field. A linear fit of the data of Idone et

al. had an intercept of 11.4 and slope of 4.96 with a

correlation coefficient of 0.84. If the results of Willett

et al. (1989) are valid for New Mexico triggered

lightning, the dependence between dart leader speed and
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peak return stroke electric field is significantly

different for triggered and natural lightning.

No obvious relationship is seen in Figure 3.31 for

dart leader speed vs dart leader relative light intensity.

This result is in contradiction to the findings of

Schonland et al. (1935) who report an increase in dart

leader speed with an increasing dart leader light

intensity, but confirms the results of Orville and Idone

(1982) who found no relationship between these parameters

for natural lightning.

It can be seen that leaders with shorter durations

are brighter in Figure 3.33. This result is interesting in

view of the relationship presented for leader speed versus

leader light intensity; which showed no obvious

relationship. If leaders with higher speeds tend to have

shorter leader durations then one would not expect shorter

durations to correlate with an increase in light

intensity.

In general the brighter return strokes have brighter

leaders, as shown in Figure 3.35. This result confirms

previous findings by Schonland et al. (1935) and of

Orville and Idone (1982) . The figure shows that faster

leaders produce brighter return strokes which contradicts

the findings of Schonland et al.(1935) who found that

slower leaders produce brighter return stokes. Orville and

Idone (1982) found their data to be inconclusive

concerning these parameters. Figure 3.40 indicates that
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leaders with long field change durations are followed by

return strokes with lower relative light intensity. This

result is consistent with that of Brook et al. (1962) who

found smaller charge lowered by strokes with longer

apparent leader lengths.

In agreement with data presented by Krehbiel et al.

(1979) , dart leader apparent channel lengths vs stroke

order, shown in Figure 3.27, exhibit a clear tendency for

leaders later in the flash to have longer apparent

lengths

.

Relationships have been shown for return stroke

relative light intensity as a function of dart leader

speed, dart leader light intensity, and leader electric

field duration. As discussed in Section 3.3.1.8, the

leader light intensity seems to be correlated with the

leader electric field duration but not with leader speed.

These results are consistent with those of Brook et al.

(1962) if dart leader light intensity is assumed to be a

function of the charge lowered from the cloud along the

channel. They found that strokes with longer dart leader

electric field durations lower less charge. The dart

leader electric field duration seems to be the most

important parameter in the determination of dart leader

light intensity. It also suggests why brighter dart

leaders produce brighter return strokes; since the return

stroke is assumed to neutralize the charge lowered by the

dart leader.
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Subsequent return stroke peak relative light

intensity as a function of initial peak electric field is

shown in Figure 3.47. It can be seen from the figure that

there is definitely some type of correlation between

these two parameters with larger peak fields associated

with brighter return strokes. Idone and Orville (1985)

show regression lines for peak return stroke relative

light intensity as a function of peak return stroke

current for 39 subsequent strokes in two triggered

lightning flashes. They obtain a better fit for the log of

the relative light intensity versus the log of the peak

current compared to the log relative light intensity

versus linear initial peak electric field found by Jordan

and Uman (1983) . It should be noted that the range of peak

currents (2-20 kA) in their data is somewhat lower than

that for natural lightning (10-35 kA) obtained by using

our electric fields and the relationship between peak

current and electric field peak presented by Willett et

al. (1989) . It must be reiterated that this is for

triggered lightning and is possibly inappropriate for

natural lightning, but it is the only available

relationship between peak current and peak electric field.

The rise times along the lower portion of the

subsequent return stroke channel are 1.5 ± .5 /usee and

increase to 4.0 ± 2.5 /isec in the upper portion of the

channel, as shown in Figure 3.89. The rise times measured

in this thesis have the same range as those reported by
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Jordan and Uman (1983) but their mean for the lower

portion of the channel was approximately 2.5 /usee. This

discrepancy is most likely due to the difference in

measurement techniques. Their original work was measured

by hand on paper plots as compared to the software display

and measurement techniques used in this current work.

Figure 3.90 shows the relative light intensity value

during the relatively constant period 30 |xsec after the

return stroke light intensity leading edge to be

approximately constant with height. This is in agreement

with results presented by Jordan and Uman (1983).

Results have been presented for dart leader peak

relative light intensity and relative light intensity rise

time as a function of height. M-component, and branch

component light intensity profiles have been shown as

function of height and time. The data set is too small for

conclusive results but the data indicate that the

breakdown process for dart leaders is significantly

different from return strokes, M-components , and branch

components. Dart leader peak relative light intensity and

relative light intensity rise time are relatively constant

with height, as shown in figures 3.41 and 3.43, while for

return strokes the relative light intensity peak decays

with height and the relative light intensity rise time

increases with height, as seen in figures 3.88 and 3.89.

M-components and branch components which occur in the

already luminous channel seem to be similar in that both
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have smooth relative light intensity waveshapes with

relative light intensity rise times of tens of

microseconds as shown in Figure 3.23 for the branch

component and figures 3.92, 3.93, and 3.94 for the M-

component

.

Three field changes, typical for M-components , are

evident following the return stroke field change shown in

Figure 3.98. The second of these field changes is

comparable to the field change of the preceding dart

leader which was easily detectable on the streak camera

records. None of the M-component field changes were

detectable on the streak camera records.
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Correlated streak camera and single-station electric

field records were obtained for: 9 subsequent return

strokes in 2 cloud to ground discharges (Tampa, Florida

1979) , and 1 first and 14 subsequent strokes in 3 flashes

(Gainesville, Florida 1982). Streak camera records for 8

first and 8 subsequent strokes (Kennedy Space Center,

Florida 1978) and 3 first and 3 subsequent strokes

(Oklahoma 1984) were furnished by the State University of

New York at Albany.

For ten first return and 11 subsequent return

strokes, relative light intensity is graphed versus height

and time. First stroke light rise times increase

immediately after a branch point, then decrease as the



light front propagates up the channel. First stroke

relative light intensity shows an opposite pattern.

Subseguent leader speeds, for 4 flashes, increase

from stroke two to stroke three, then decrease. Positive

correlations are shown for leader speed vs. return stroke

initial peak electric field, leader speed vs. leader

electric field duration, and leader detectability using

streak camera technigues vs. return stroke initial peak

electric field.

Relative light intensity profiles for five dart

leaders show that the dart leader channel continues to

radiate light after the dart leader front has passed

and the peak light intensity for dart leaders is constant

with height.

From measurements of relative light intensity vs.

height and time for one subseguent stroke followed by two

M-components we show that the M-component relative light

intensity is constant with height and propagated downward

at between 1 and 2 x 108 m/s.

In addition to the new results noted above, for 11

subseguent strokes, peak relative light intensity is shown

to be correlated with dart leader speed, correlated with

dart leader electric field change duration, and

uncorrelated with previous interstroke interval. We

confirm previous observations that: dart leader speeds

decrease with increasing previous interstroke intervals;

there is an increase (more rapid than previously



presented) in apparent channel length with stroke order;

subsequent stroke relative light intensity shows a rapid

rise to peak which decays with height along the channel;

and that a positive correlation exists between initial

peak electric field and peak relative light intensity

measured near the ground for subsequent return strokes.
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